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NEUTRONIC REACmR

Eorko Fen@ Sante Fej N. Me% end Leo Saflard, CM-
afpk % aasfguora to the United Statee of Amerfa
~o=~#d by the Unfted States Atornfc Energy

AppUcatkm December 19, 1944 Serfal No. S6S#04

S Clahru (CL 204-193)

The present invention relates to the general subject
of nuclear 6asion and particularly to the establishment of
self-sustaining neutron chain dssion reactions in sys-
tems embodying uranium having a natural isotopic con-
tent.

Experiments by Hahn and Strasaman, the results of
which were published in January 1939. Naturwissen-
schaften, vol. 27, page 11, led to the conclusion that
nuclear bombardment of natural uranium by slow neu-
trons causes explosion or fission of the nucleus, which
splits into particles of smaller charge and mass with
energy being released in the process. Later it was found
that neutrons were emitted during the process and that
the fission was principally confined to the uranium iso-
tope UW present as ~e part of the natural uranium.

When it became known that the isotope U335in naturtd
uranium could be split or fissioned by bombardment with
therrnrd neutrons, i. e., neutrons at or near thermaf equi-
librium with the surrounding medium, many predictions
were made as to the possibility of obtaining a self-sustain-
rng chain reacting system operating at high neutron densi-
ties. In such a system, the fission neutrons produced give
rise to new fission neutrons in sufficiently large numbers
to overcome the neutron losses in the system. Since the
result of the fission of the uranium nucleus is the produc-
tion of two lighter elemente with great kinetic energy,
plus approximately 2 fast neutrons on the average for
each fission along with beta and gamma radiation, a
large amount of power could be made available if a aelf-
sustairdng system could be built.

In order to attain such a self-sustaining chain reaction
in a system of practical size, the ratio of the number of
neutrons produced in one generation by the fissions, to
the original number of neutrons initiating the fissions,
must be known to be greater than unity after all neutron
losses are deducted, and this ratio is, of course, dependent
upon the values of the pertinent constants.

In the co-pending application of Enrico Fermi, Serial
No. 534,129, filed May 4, 1944, and entitled “Nuclear
Chain Reacting System%” there is described and claimed
a means and method of determining the neutron repro-
duction ratio for any type of uranium-containing struc-
ture, directly as a rrault of a simple measurement which
can be performed with precision. Accurate values for
afl of the pertinent nuekar constants need not be known.

We have discovered certain essential principks re-
quired for the s.uccewful eorwtruction and operation of
self-sustaining neutron chain reacting systems (known as
neutronic reactors) with the production of power in
the form of heat. These principles have been cm6rmed
with the aid of measurements made in accordance with
the means and method set forth in the above-identified
application, and neutronic reaetors have been instructed
and operated at various power outputs, in accordance
with these principle% as will be more fulfy brought out
hereinafter.

In a self-sustsfnfng chafn reaction of natural uranium
with slow neutrons, as presently understood, reactions
occur fnvolving the isotopes U=8 and -. Thus, 92~
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is converted by neutron capture to the isotope 92~g.
‘lTie latter is converted by beta decay to 93* and this
93339in turn is converted by beta decay to 54=. Other
isotopes of 93 and 94 may be formed in small quantities.
By slow or thermal neutron capture, 92~S, on the other
hand, can undergo nuclear fission to release energy ap-
pearing as heat and gamma and beta radiation, together
with the formation of fission fragments appearing as
radioactive isotopes of elements of lower mass numbers,
and with the release of secondary neutrons.

The secondary neutrons thus produced by the fissioning
of the 92235nuclei have a high average energy, and must
be slowed down to thermal energies in order to be in
condition to cause slow neutron fission in other 92~5
nuclei. This slowing down, or moderation of the neutron
energy, is accomplished by passing the neutrona through
a materiaf where the neutrons are slowed by collision.
Such a material is fcnown as a moderator. While some of
the secondary neutrons are absorbed by the uranium
isotope 92238leading to the production of element 94,
and by other materials such. as the ..rnoderator, enough
neutrons can remain to sustain the chain reaction, when
proper conditions are maintained,

Under these proper conditions, the chain reaction wilf
supply not only the neutrons necessary for maintaining
the neutronic reaction, but rdso will supply the neutrons
for capture by the isotope 92~a leading to the production
of 94, and excess neutrons for use as desired.

As 94 is a transurwc element, it can be separated from
the unconverted uranium by chemical methods, and as it
is fissionable by slow neutrons hi a manner similar to the
isotope 92~ss, it is valuable, for example, for enriching
natural uranium for use in other chain reacting systems
of smaller overafl size. The fission “fragments are also
valuable as sources of radioactivity.

The ratio of the fast neutrons produced in one genera-
tion by the ftasions to the original number of fast neu-
trons in a theoretical system of infinite sm where them can
be no external loss of neutrons is called the reproduction
of muitipficiuion factor or constant of the system, and is
denoted by the symbol K. For any finite system, some
neu[rons will eaqape from the periphery of the system.
Qg.sequently a system of finite size may be aaid to have
a K constant, even though the vrdue thereof would only
exist if the system as built were extended to ~ity
without change of grometry or materials. ThUS when
K is referred to liereih “Ma,cunstant, of a system of practi-
cal size, it always refers to what_would exist .jg the same
type of system of infinite afze. If K can be Made suffi-
ciently greater @an unity to indicate a net gain @ neu-
tr@is i.n the theoreticrd system of intlnite size, and then
an actuaf system is built to be sufficiently large so that
this gain”is not entirely lost by leakage from the exterior
su.tia% of the system, then a self-sustaining chain react-
ing system of finite and practical size can be built to
p~uce power and related- ljy-products by nuclear fis-
sion of natural uratiw. ‘l%e neutron reproduction ratio
in a system of fudte ‘size ~erefore differs from K by
the exterxiaTleakage failoi, and by a factor due to the
neutron absorption by localized neutron absorber, and
the reproduction ratio must sti be sufficiently greater
than tity to permit the neu~on density to rise exponen-
tial with time in the system as buift.

Progressive ernpiricaf erdargeme.nt of any proposed.-.
system, for which .&e factor K is not accurately known,
in”an attempt to attaip. the overall size of a s~cture of
finjte size above. which the- ra~ of loss of neutrons by
diffusion through the periphery of the structure is less
than !&. rate .Of production of neutrons in the system,
leads only to am expensive gamble with no assurance of
success.. ‘f’he fact that K is greater than unity and the
fact that the critical size is witbin practical limits must
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be known rather accurately [n advance, as otherwise a
proposed structure having a K factor less than unity, or
even a K factor greater than but sufficiently close to unity,
would not sustain a chain reaction even if all of the urani-
um id the world were included.

The earliest attempts to predict a structure capable
of sustaining a chain reaction, using natural uranium,
involved the use of fine uranium particles such as uranium
oxide powder, dispersed in hydrogen in combined form as
the slowing agent. However, these attempts were not
successful, and analysis of experiments made has indi-
cated that the neutron losses in such a system when naturaf
uranium is used, can prevent a chain reaction from being
sustained, irrespective of the sfre of the system.

However, in considering such experiments, it was found
that neutron losses caused by absorption of neutrons by
P which is present in natural or even enriched uranium,
could be very substantially reduced by aggregating the
uranium into bodies of substantial dimensions as com-
pared to the uranium powder-hydrogen mixture pre-
viously suggested. It was al~ found that such aggrega-
tion will reduce resonance losses when a moderator such
as graphite is used. This gain in neutrons, saved for
use in the chain, has proved to be one of the major factors
in obtaining a sufficiently low over-all neutron loss as
to make possible the attainment of a self-sustaining chain
reaction in various moderators, when other losses are
also controlled.

During the interchange of neutrons in a system of
finite size, comprising bodies of any size disposed in a
neutron moderator, neutrons may be lost to the chain
reaction in four ways:

1. By absorption or capture in the uranium content
of the bodies without producing fission,

2. By absorption or capture in the moderator material
itself,

3. By absorption or capture by the impurities present
in both the uranium bodies and the moderator,

4. By leakage out of the system through the periphe~
thereof.

THE CHAIN FISSION REACHON

To illustrate the importance of the various factors
entering into a chain reaction, we next describe the
chain reaction process as it is presently understood to
occur in any system of finite size utilizing natural uranium
bodies dispersed in a graphite (a selected example)
moderator at some position in the reactor where the neu-
tron density is substantially constant. For better explana-
tion, reference is here made to the diagram constituting
Fig. 1 of the accompanying drawings, description of the
remaining figures being more conveniently set forth in a
subsequent part of this specification.

In Fig. 1, the letter
A represents a uranium body of any size from which

fast neutrons are set free as a result of the fission process.
B represents a fast neutron loss due to leakage out of

the system.
C represents a uranium body of any size in which both

volume and surface resonance absorption of neutrons
hy U33Stakes place, at resonance energies above thermal
energy, leading to the formation of element 94.

D represents the number of neutrons reaching thermal
energy.

E represents a thermal neutron 10ss by dMusion of
thermal neutrons out of the system.

F represents a neutron loss caused by capture of neu-
trons by impurities in uranium, grapKlte, and controls.

G represents a neutron loss due to capture of thermal
neutrons by the graphite as the thermal neutrons difise
therethrougb before enterfng uranium.

H represents the number of thermal neutrons entering
urardnm body.

I represents a uratium body of any size in which part
of the thermal neutrons entering the body are absorbed
by U938leading to the fOrmatiOn of 94~”, the renlafning

4
thermal neutrons causing new fissions fn LP thereby _
producing fast neutrons, a few of which produce addi-
tional fast neutrons by fission of LFs atoms in the same
body.

We will first consider the condition obtaining where
thermal neutrons enter uranium .My A. Some of these
thermal neutrons will cause fission in the IP content
of the uranium body A to produce fast neutrons, the yield
being at an average rate of about 2 neutrons per 5ssion. .
As a result of this fission, fission fragments are released
together with beta and gamma raysl thereby’ producing
energy which, in the system, is manifested mostly by the
heating of the uranium bodies with only a slight release --
of heat in the graphite. The actual average yield of fast
neutrons by fission of F is slightly higher, e. g., by a
few per cent, than the average of 2 mentioned above.
Some of the fast neutrons released in the fission of U= by -
the thermal neutrons of this example almost immediately
produce fast fission of U~s in the same uranium body,
with the production of additional fast neutrons.

The fast neutrons leaving the uranium body, for exam-
ple 100n neutrons, enter the mass of moderator, travel
therethrough, and through the uranium bodies over
paths long in comparison with the spacing of the uranium
bodies, to undergo successive collisions that slow them
down. A substantial proportion of the fast neutrons are
thus destined to be reduced, by about 100 elastic colfisioms
apiece in the case of graphite and mostly in the mod-
erator, to thermal energy. During this travel, before
the neutrons arrive at thermaf energies, a small percentage
of the higher energy neutrons on the average may leak
out of the system because of the finite size of the reactor,
and be lost to the chain reaction. Furthermore, during
the extremely irregular path of the neutrons while they
are being slowed down by elastic collisions in the graph- ._
ite, some of the neutrons will reach a uranium resonance
absorption energy as they are about to enter a uranium
body, such as C, and are absorbed immediately on or
close to the surface of the uranium body. In addition
some neutrons are reduced to resonance energy after
entering the uranium body by an elastic collision with
the uranium, and are therefore immediately absorbed
within the uranium body. Irrespective of whether the
neutron resonance absorption in U~ss is on the surface,
or in the volume of the uranium body, element 94 is pro-
duced by the resonance absorption according to the fol-
lowing process:

“Ueu+” — “U~l + [6m. e. v. d y rays, notnecsmafily
aUotonefrequsnoy]

SSmin.
“Uiat — MNP~ + B-11m. e. v. B-, nn Yrays]
2.sday

uNP~ —
~Fhdb:~:$;$%y:!:kut%%2

uPu*O+ B-[606 kv. u

A small amount of 94340may also be found, formed by
addition of a neutron to 94z3s. Capture of thermal neu-
trons by Usss, as indicated in bodies A and C of Fig. 1,
also results in production of element 94 by the same
process.

The predominant isotope produced, 94339, is a long
lived radioactive product with a half life of about 20,000 .
years.

A large percentage of the original fast neutrons escape
resonance capture and fast neutron leakage, and are re-
duced to thermal energy within the system. Of these
thermal neutrons, a small number on the average may
leak by diffusion out of the system and be lost from the
chain reaction, leaving the remainder of the thermal neu-
trons diffusing through the moderator in condition to
produce fission if they promptly enter U3ss or element 94
without being captured by any other material.

The fission reaction is as follows

93U=+ neutron=A +B+ n neutrons (average)

~= ’’light” fission fragment, e. g., Br, Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr,

.
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Cb, Mo, 43, Ru, Rh. Atomic mass, 83-99, inclusive.—
Atomic number. 3S-4S. inchmive.

B= ’’heavy” fission frawent, e. g., Sb, Te, I, Xe, Cs, Ba,
h, Ce, Pr, Nd. Atomic mass, 127-141 inclusive.
Atomic number, 51-60 inclusive.

In any practical system, impurities will be present in
both the moderator and the uranium. In the chain d-
scribed, a small fraction of the neutrons can be captured
and absorbed by impurities in the system without the
reproduction factor of the system falling below unity.
Thus for example in Fig. 1, if impurities necessarily pres-
ent in the materials do not consume too many neutrons,
some excess neutrons are available to be captured by
“impurities” intentionally introduced for control pur-
poses, i. e., by a control rod, later to be described. Fur-
thermore, since many of the thermal neutrons diffusing
through the moderator are not in a position to promptly
enter a uranium mass when they reach thermal energy,
these thermal neutrons must continue to diti’use through
the moderator until they do reach a uranium body. Dur-
ing this diffusion, a small percentage of the neutrons are
absorbed by the moderator, leaving sumcient thermal
neutrons to enter a uranium body to produce new fast
neutrons by fission, to repeat the cycle. In the urartium-
graphite system about 72n thermal neutrons enter the
uranium body to produce 100n new fast neutrons, i. e.,
a survival of about 72 per cent of the original ltlon fast
neutrons during the slowing procw.

The four neutron losses from the chain reaction re-
ferred to above are represented in Fig. 1, where the reso-
nance absorption at C and the friction of thermal neu-
trons absorbed by IYss at I represent the uranium ab-
sorption losses. Losses due to impurities are represented
at F, those due to absorption in the moderator at G, and
the leakage losses due to the finite size of the system at
B and E.

These losses will be considered in detail in the ordir
named, as any one of these losses, or their total if too
high, can prevent a self-sustaining chain reaction from
being attained in a system of any size.

1. Neutron loss by absorption in uranium

Itis possible by proper physical arrangement of the
materials substantially to reduce uranium rewmsance ab-
sorption, as will be shown later. By the use of light
elements for moderators, fewer collisions are required to
slow the neutrons to thermal energies with large incre-
ments of energy loss per collision, thus decreasing the
probability of a neutron being at a resonance energy as it
enters a uranium atom. During the moderation, how-
ever, neutrons are moving through the slowing medium
over random paths and distances so that the uranium is
not only exposed to thermal neutrons but also to neutrons
of energies varying between the energy of fission and
thermal energy. Neutrons at uranium resonance energies
will, if they enter uranium at these energies, be absorbed
on the surface of a uranium body whatever its size, giving
rise to surface absorption. Any substantial reduc-
tion of overall surface of the same amount of uranium
will reduce surface absorption, and any such reduction
in surface absorption will release neutrons to enter di-
rectly into the chain reaction.

For a given ratio of moderator to uranium, surface
resonance absorption losses of neutrons in the uranium
can be substantially reduced by a large factor when the
uranium is aggregated into substantial masses in which
the mean spatial diameter is at least about 0.5 centimeter
for natural uranium metal and swnewhat larger when the
bodies are of a uranium compound, as hereinafter more
fully discussed. For example with UOS the minimum
radius is larger and with other uranium compounds a
sit@lar variation from me@ic uranium may be ob-
served. The degree of this. variation is dependent upon
the density of the uranium cumpound, its bulk density,
and the ab3rption cdficient of other element8 therein
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6
for neutrons. In any event the uranium may be placed
in the system in the form of geometrically spaced uranium
masses or bodies of substantial size, preferably either
of metal, oxide, carbide, or combinations thereof the
moderator being in a substantially continuous phase. The
term geometric is used to mean any pattern or arrange-
ment wherein the uranium bodies are distributed in the
moderator with at least a roughly uniform spacing and
are roughly uniform in size and shape, or are systematic
in variations of size, shape or spacing to produce a volume
pattern conforming to a generally symmetrical system.
If the pattern is a repeating or rather exactly regular
one, the structure may be conveniently described as a
lattice. The uranium bodies can be in the form of layers,
rods, or cylinders, cubes or spheres, or approximate
shapes, dkpersed throughout the moderator. Optimum
conditions are obtained with natural uranium by using
metal spheres.

The resonance losses in uranium constitute one of the
critical factors in coordinating the total 10SSCSpermissible
in a neutronic reactor. Proper sizes and shapes of the
uranium bodies and volume ratios of uranium to modera-
tor must be fairly accurately known in order that optimum
geometry be approached, or if the use of near-optimum
geometry is not desirable, then the permissible ranges of
departure from the optimum should be determined, so
that a reproduction ratio greater than unity can be main-
tained in a reactor of practical size.

‘flse K constant of a mixture of fine uranium oxide
particles in a light element such as graphite, found to
be satisfactory as a neutron moderator, assuming both
of them to be theoretically pure, would onIy be about
.785. Actual K constants as high as about 1.04 have
been obtained using aggregation of natural uranium
oxide in graphite, and with as pure materials as it is
presently possible to obtain, showing a substantial gain
due solely to reduction of resonance loss.

Asutnhtg theoretically pure graphite, and theoretical-
ly pure natural uranium metal, with the presently obtain-
able densities of 1.65 and 18 gms./cm.s, respectively,
the maximum possible K constant theoretically obtainable
is about 1.1. When heavy water (D20) is used as a
moderator, higher K constants approaching 1.3 are ob-
tainable. Still higher K constants can be obtained in
uranium having more than the naturally occurring con-
tent of thermal neutron 6ssionable elements. Adding such
fissionable material is termed enrichment of the uranium.

2. Neutron loss by absorption in the moderator

Neutrons are also subject to capture by the modera-
tor. While carbon and beryllium have very small, cap-
ture cross sections for thermrd neutrons, and deuterium
still smaller, a fraction of the thermal neutrons present
in the system even under best conditions is lost by cap-
ture in the moderator during diffusion therethrough. It
is therefore desirable to have the neutrons reaching
thermal energy enter uranium as promptly as possible.
~is sqay be taken care of by using optimum or near
optimum geometry where the resonance absorption is
substantially equal to absorptiots in the moderator.

Moderators differ in their ability to slow dowq neutrons
and in their capacity to absorb neu~ons. The abdky to
slow down neutrons may be expressed by what .is @own
as the scattering cross section of the nucleus, whereas
the ability to absorb or capture neutrons is expressed by
what is known as the capture cross section of the nucleus.
The mtios of absorption cross section to scattering cross
section for moderators discussed herein are approximately
as follows:

Light water (~0)------------------------ .00478
Dlphenyl -------------------------- ------- .00453
Beryllium ------------------------ ------- .00127
Graphite -------------------------------- .000726
Heavy water (D@) ----------------------- .00017
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‘It k aho tobe noted that beryllium and heavy water

inherently possess the property of emitting neutrons in
response to irradiation with gamma rays.

The choice of moderators therefore will depend on
many considerations, as will be apparent from further
discussions herein.

3. Neutron loss by absorption by impurities in the system

However, even when resonance and moderator losses
are reduced to a practical minimum, no self-sustaining
chain reaction can be obtained in any system unless im-
purities in the materials used for the reaction are reduced
to such an extent that the loss by parasitic capture by
such impurities W@ not, in combination with the other
bases, prevent the reaction from becoming self-sustain-
ing. Impurities present in both the uranium and the
moderator consequently constitute a very important
neutron loss factor in the chain, The effectiveness of
various elements as neutron absorbers varies tremend-
ously.

Certain elements such as boron, cadmium, samarium,
gadolinium, and some others, for example, if present
even in a few parts per million, could very likely prevent
a self-sustaining chain reaction from takhrg place. It
is highly important, $erefore, to remove as far as pos-
sible all impurities capturing neutrons to the detriment
of the chain reaction from both the slowing material and
the uranium. If these impurities are present in too great
quantity, the self-sustaining chain reaction cannot be at-
tained. The permissible amounts of impurities will vary
for each specific geometry, depending upon such con-
siderations as the form in which the uranium is used—
that is, whether natural or enriched, whether as metal
or oxide. The type of slowing down material used also
influences the effect of impurities, as do the weight ratios
between the uranium and the shim down material.
Elements such as oxygen maybe present, and the uranium
may be in the form of oxide, such as UOa or U300, a

carbide, or fluoride, but the “metal is preferred. Nkrogen
may be present in the reactor in fairly large amounts,
and its effect on the chain reaction is such that the
neutron reproduction ratio of the system may be changed
by changes in atmospheric pressure. This latter effect
may be eliminated by excluding nitrogen from the system,
or by sealing the system from the effects of changes of
atmospheric pressure.

The effect of impurities on the optimum reproduction
factor K may be conveniently evaluated by means of
certain constants known as “danger coefficients- which
are assigned to the various elements. The danger co-
etlicients for the impurities are each multiplied by the
per cent by weight of the corresponding impurity, with
respect to the weight of uranium in the system, and the
total sum of these coefficients gives a value known as the
total danger sum. Ttds totaf danget sum is subtracted
from the reproduction constant K as calculated for theo-
retically pure materials and for the specific geometry
under consideration.

The danger coefficients are defined in terms of the
ratio of the weight of impurity per unit mass of uranium
and are based on the cross section for absorption of
thermal neutrons of .*c various elements. These values
may be obtained ~om physics textbooks on the subject,
and by direct-measurement, and the danger coc~cient
computed by the formula

‘r{ Am
T.%

wherein T; and Tu represent the cross sections for the
impurity and the uranium respectively, Ai the atomic
weight of the impurity and AU the atomic weight for
uranium. Regardless whether the impurities are in the
moderator or in the uranium, they are computed as their
per cent by weight of the uranium in the system.

Danger codcients for some elements are given in
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the following table, wherefn the elements are listed in
order? of their atomic number:

Element C&m$&t Element cDd%t%lt

E-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D--------------------
He-------------------
Li. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Be.. -----------------
B.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.- . . . . . . ..-.. -------
F--------------------
Na... ..-.. -. . . . .-----
if-::::::::::::::::::
:l.:::.:::::::::::::::

8:...:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cl. -. . ..- . . . ..-- . . ..-
K... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
c%. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
To---.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cr-------------------
Mn--. . . . .._.. -.... -

10
0.1

al!
0.M

21t0
:012

0.@32
0.02
0.S5
o.4s
o.so
$1.p
0:46

al
t :7
~a

2
7.5

pa--:.:.: ----
- . . . . . . . . . .

Nl::...-- . . . . . ..-
Cu..-. . . ..-. ..--..
Zn..-.-. .-- . . .._-
GI1.- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
As.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Se.-. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Br.. --------------
Rh.-.. ..- . . ..--...

. . . . . ..- . . .
i%:::: L......
&_.._____

. . . . . . . . . . .----
Sb-. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bus...-; . . . ..-- . .. .
Sm. . . . . . ..-. ._.-.
En.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pb.-..- . . . . . . . ----
B1.... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Th. ... . . . . . . . . . . .

Ls
17
3

k :1
-1

2
6.3
2.5

m

s%
S4.2
0.18
1.6

2%
-1430

435
d320

0. 0s
; y25
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The sum of the danger coefficients of the impurities
in any given composition entering into a reactor, as
multiplied by the per cent by weight of the uranium in
the reactor, is known as total danger sum of the com-
position. This figure is a dimensionless constant like
K and can be directly subtracted from K. It will be
noted that the danger coefficients given are related to the
neutron absorption value of unity for uranium,

As a specific example of the use of danger coctlicients,
if the materials of a system under consideration have 0.01
per cent by weight of each of the elements H, Co, and
Ag with respect to the weight of the uranium in the
system, the total danger sum in K units for such an
analysis would be:

.0001 )(10+.0001 X 17+.0001X18=.0045

This figure can then be subtracted from the K cal.
culated for a particular geometry of theoretically pure
materials to give the actual K constant for the materials
used. This would be a rather unimportant reduction in
the reproduction factor K unless the reproduction factor
K for a given geometry and materials without consider-
ing impurities, is very nearly unity. If, on the other
hand, the jmpunties in the uranium are Li, Co, and
Rh in the same percentage, the total danger sum would
be:

.0310+.0017+.0050=.0377 reduction in K due to im-
purities

This latter reduction in the reproduction factor for a
given system would be serious and might well reduce
the reproduction factor below unity for certain geom-
etnes.

The maximum possible K constants for neut:onic re-
action systems when natural uranium aggregates in opti- .-
mum geometry (i. e., best apportionment of resonance
and moderator losses) are used, and where the materials
used are assumed to be theoretically pure, have been
calculated as follows:

~
Materists I K forPare

Materials

U metal-graphite mtiemtor- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1,
Uoxlde-graphite mMemmr . . . . . . ---------------------- 1.07.
U metaktwrylltum metalmdemtor..- . . . . . . ..-.. .-..-. 1.11.
U metal—berylliumoxidemdemtor --------------------- L 1.
V metal-heavy watermtiemtor.-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . About 1.3.
Umetal-light watermoderator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . About 1.

In reactors operating at high neutron densities an
equilibrium poisoning factor up to .024 K can develop
and must be taken into consideration, as will be brought
out later.

It can readily be seen from the above tabulation that
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the total danger sum for im~urities in Mb the uraniwm
and moderator must be less than about .3 in order that

.-. -the K factor remain equal to or greater thao unity with
a deuterium moderator, about .11 with a beryllium mod-
erator, and about .1 with a graphite moderator. Light
water can be used as a moderator, at least in part of a
reactor, as will be pointed out later.

In the chain reaction outlined in Fig. 1 for a natural
uranium reactor of practical size, a small percentage of
.neut~ons c~n .beabsorbed .by impurities without reducing
the neutron reproduction ratio below unity. Not aU of
these neutrons, however, should be absorbed by @e
residual impurities in the uranium and the moderator,
&caqse,~f @is were so @e system would always just be
self-sustaining and no exponential rise in neutron density
could be obtained. Some means must be provided to
release additional neutrons to enter the chain.

For example, in Fig. 1, it may be considered that
only half of the neutrons that can be absorbed by im-
purities are absorbed by materials actually present as imp-
urities in the uranium and the moderator, and @t
the other half of the neutrons are absorbed by a strong
neutron absorbing material, such as cadmium, for ex-
ample, that is wholly or partia!ly removable from the
system. Under these conditions, with the chain reaction
in balance, if the amount of cadmium or other neutron
absorbing material is reduced in the system by removal
therefrom to a point where less than the number of
neutrons that can be spared for impurity absorption are
absorbed by both the impurities in the materials and
by the remaining cadmium, for example, then the fieutro.n
density in the system will rise exponentially when @.e
system is large enough, because the neutron reproduction
in each cycle then will exceed 100n fast neutrons for
each original 100n fast neutrons.

In order to stabilize the reaction at any desired neutron
density within the system, the neutron density is measured
as it is rising. When a predetermined neutron density is
reached within the system, the cadmium or other neutron
absorbing material is reinserted .int.o the system to a point
where the total permissible number of neutrons is again
absorbed by the total impurities within the system. ,~e
chain reaction will again be in bakume at tbe new neutron
density. To reduce the neutron density, still more ab-
sorbing material is introduced into the system sufficient,
for example, to increase the total impurity absorption to
the point where less than 100n new fast neutrons are pro-
duced per cycle. The neutron density will then decay.
The system can then be stabilized when a new desired
lower neutron density is reached by decreasing the amount
of the absorbing material in the system until only the
number of neutrons permissible for balance are again
absorbed, and the system will then be balanced at the
lower neutron density. The reaction is completely
stopped by leaving sufficient absorbers in the system to
prevent the reaction from building up or remaining in
balance. The neutron density wilf then drop to a low
natural neutron background value, and remain there until
the absorbers are again removed to raise the reproduction
ratio above unity.

4. Exterior neutron loss in a neutronic reactor oj
practical size

In any chain reacting system, it is only when the system
has infinite size that there will be no exterior leakage of
neutrons from the system. For any reactor of linite size
exterior neutron losses will occur, and these losses will
increase as the size of the reactor decreases.

Losses will occur both of fast neutrons, which during
their slowing down by scattering collisions by the nuclei

— of the moderator may become directed outwardly when
near the periphery of the reactor and thus escape befo.m
they reach thermal energy, and of slow neutrihs. llte
latter may escape when they are diffusing through the
moderator near the periphery of the reactor.
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10
llma whfle a system of infinite size can have a repro-

d!wtiom.=nsttutt K of, for examiple 1.1, the identical con-
struction made smaller than infinite size, because of this
exterior leakage, can no longer have 110n new neutrons
produced for each 100n initiating a cycle. The number will
be less by the leakage factor and will, as the size of the
reactor is decreased, reach the point where only 100n new
neutrons m produced for each lOOn neutrons starting
each generation. This size is known as the critical size
of @e reactor and is, of course, dependent on the K rxm-
stant of the system, when moderator characteristics are
known, or, upon a factor known as the Laplacian (A), as
found directly in a lattice of small volume as will be short-
ly brought out. For each value for the reproduction fac-
tor K greater than unity as modified by moderator char-
.Wter,isti.=, there is thus a minimum overall size of the
reactor ,known as the critical size wherein the neutron re-
production ratio is unity. However, if the reproduction
ratio is exactly unity no rise in neutron density will occur.
The reactor, to be operative at any desired power output,
_rn_@.& .~pable of providing a reproduction ratio of
sl@htly over unity, and therefore must be made slightly
I.arger than critical size so that the required reproduction
ratio can be attained. Once the desired operating power
output is established, tie reproduction ratio can be re-
duced to unity by insertion of control absorbers and the
reaction maintained thereafter at the de~~ed power out-
put. critical- $–h ~d- operating size can be determined
mathe_m_aticallywhen losses are known and coordinated,
w brought out later.

M.me of the exterior 1O$SMhowever, can be reduced by
.&umomn_dingthe reactor with what is known as a re-
.fle.ctor,of a material preferably having a low absorption
to scattering cross section ratio. The effect of the reflector
on operating size will be shown later.

MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRON LOSSES

In using the exponential pile to test for neutron losses,
a pile structure with a specfic geometry of uranium and
graphite blocks, for example, is built which is known to
be of non-operating dimensions. In other words, it is
of sufficiently small size that the exterior leakage from
the system would prevent a self-sustaining neutronic chain
reaction even if the K constant were to be above unity.
In such a small pile, uranium compositions can be ar-
ranged in any desired geometry and by placing a neutron
source, such as a radium-beryllium source, at the bottom
of the pile, a neutron density distribution specific to the
geometry and materials used wilf be created through the
pile. By measuring the neutron density in various parts
of the pile, it is found that the neutron density declines
exponentially with the distance away from the source.
This characteristic gives the pile its name of exponential
pile. Different types of geometries can be tested in such
a pile to detemine optimum conditions, for example, or
ranges of conditions for which .K is greater than u.tity.

If, instead of varying the geometty, the geometry and
the moderator are ma”hita~nedconstant and uranium com-
positions of different neutronic purities are substituted,
the change in slope of the curve showing the decay in
neutron density through the structure away from the
source will give an accurate measure of the neutronic
purity of the uranium composition, in terms of the K
cons@tt.jfdesired. In @is way, different uranium cmm-
positiom cart be compared wi~ one another and the
eibt on the K constant determined. The departure of
the K constant as found for a particular composition
from the K constant calculated for theoretically pure
uranium will thus give the danger sum for neutron ab-
sorbing impurities in tie uranium, when the K reduc-
tion due to moderator impurities is known.

As the structure is cus~omarily built up or piled from
moderator blocks when iolid moderators are used and
have the ur@un lumps geometrically arranged therein,
the structure is commonly called a “pilefl and the geo-
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metrical arrangement of the uranium lumps in the mOd-
erator is called a lattiu..

Briefiy, the theory of exponential pilebmeasurementa is
as follows:

Considering a uranium-graphite lattice structure or
column of square cross section with sides equal to a, and
semi-infinite height, w-ith a source of fast neutrons at the
center of the base of the column, then, at points sufE-
ciently far removed from the source, the neutron density
due to any chain reaction present will be given by an
equation of the following form where X, y, and z are the
axes of the structure:

(1)

where the symbols “ij” represent the orders and argu-
ments of the Bessel function series and “A” is a con-t
which varies with the Bessel functions included in the
summation.

The x axis is taken along the vertical axis of the struc-
ture, and the x=O plane coincides with the base of the
pile. Thus, for points close to the vertical axis, each
harmonic of the neutron density decreases exponentially
as follows:

(2)
with a relaxation distance or length equal to bij, the re-
laxation distance or length being the distance in which
the neutron flux is reduced to a fraction of I/e of ita orig-
inal value. At a sufficiently large distance from the source
the first harmonic only is important. The rehmation
length can then be taken as b, and b taken alone is re-
lated to the reproduction factor, K, through the foIlowing
equation:

K=’-wn+(b-%)‘3)
where

a =Iength of side of the structure.
b =relaxation distance.
k= mean free path of thermal neutrons in graphit.a
L= mean free path for absorption collision.
~os
~=the age of nascent thermal neutrons.

The quantity

A signifies a number given by the ratjo of & to n
where n is the number of thermal neutrons per cubic
centimeter at the point x, Y, z. An is an abbreviation for
the sum of the three second derivatives of n with respect
to the three variables x, Y, z. A is found to be ccmstrmt
throughout any structure utilizing given geometries and
materials. For the cases where K is close to unity, A is
small, so that the equation can be written

X=l-(y+$)(k-$
)

(4)

By de!ining

M’=(?+?)
then M is the migration length of “neutrons in the struc-
ture, and is roughly proportional to the average distance
between the place of birth of a neutron as a fission neutron
and its date of death bv thermal absonotion.

Substituting in (4) &e quantity
1 2*--—
P az

and Ml for

the equation can be written
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K=l-~A (s)

The final equation for K can then be written to include
MZ,~ and b as follows:

‘=l-M’(=) (6)

M!Sh~ ken found ~ & from a~ut 650 cm-a to 750
cm.~ for chain reacting structures of uranium and graph-
ite, for example, and can be used in Equation 6 to find K
for such structures.

The length of a side, a, to be used in calculating K
from Equation 6 must be that value for which the neutron
intensity actually becomes equal to O. Because of the
finite length of the mean free path 1, compared to the
dmensions of the pile, the effective side is larger than
the physical side. From neutron density measurements
made at the outer surface of the pile, the effective value
of a can be estimated, for various x planes. Using the
quantities found for M and u, a measurement of the re-
laxation distance b, associated with the first harmonic of
the neutron density will then determine, from Equation
6, the reproduction factor corresponding to a lattice of
infinite dimensions similar in geometry and materials to
the structure being tested. This reproduction factor must
be modifsed when used in conjunction with reactors attain- -
ing high neutron densities for prolonged time periods, by
an operational poisoning factor. This factor can be added
into the exponential pile by adding equivalent absorbers
to each cell and then finding A or K. When K is found
without such absorbers this factor can be dkectly de-
ducted,

To determine the relaxation distance b, thin iridium
foils, (.0924 gm./cm,a) are placed at positions along the
axis of the pile for a predetermined time for example and
the 54 minute radioactivity induced by neutron bom-
bardment is measured on Geiger-Mueller counters for a
predetermined time. For these measurements the indlum
foil is held in a nickel holder. Thus the activation of
the foil (A.i) is due to the absorption of both thermal
and iridium resonance neutrons. All measurements are
corrected to give the foil activity values for infinite time-s
of irradiation. The emission of neutrons by spontaneous
fission of the uranium in the pile produces a small neu-
tron background which must be subtracted from the
density measurements.

Because of the finite height of an exponential pile,
two corrections may be applied to neutron density meas-
urements. First, a harmonic correction due to the pre$-
ence of higher harmonics in the neutron density curve in
horizontal planes near the source; and second, an end-
correction due to the proximity of the top of any prae
tical column to the measuring positions.

Finally after makhg the harmonic and end-corrections,
b is calculated from the relation

D
%::]:

(7)

where D is the distance between the two positions xl and
xs along the vertical axis at which (An!) I, and (Ant)z
are measured and in the mean logarithm to the base e.

For measurements near the top of the pile the har-
monic correction may be ignored. For measurements
away from the top the end-correction may be ignored.
Thus the best values are obtained from measurements
in x planes intermediate between the sources and top.

Two neutron density measurements made in adjacent
positions along the vertical axis of the exponential pile
will, therefore, give b and a value A or a value for K
when the value of Ma is known. It is customary to aver-
age the values obtained by using measurements made in
several adjacent and equally spaced positions along the —k
vertical axis to obtain the average A or K constant for
the entire pile.

The same procedure can be used when liquid modera-
tom are involved by placing the liquid in a tank and w
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pending the uranium, in the form of rod, for emp~es
se that it enters the moderator. MeaswmenN are .madc
as set forth herein for solid moderators.

The migration length has heen described as roughlY
proportional ta the average displacement of a neutmt
from the point of its origin as a fast neutron in a uranium
lump to the point of its disappearance in the pile. MQr$
precisely, we define the square of the migration length
by the formula,

MS=r:+?# (8)

where Ma is the mean square distance betwee~ preductiQn
and disappearance of neutrons in the lattice.

In principle, an experiment for the actual measure-
ment of the migration length could be performed as
follows: A lattice of a given type is set up, as for the
exponential pile. For best result$ it would be desirable
to suppress neutron multiplication in this lattice, which
could be done, for example, by using instead of normal
uranium, uranium completely depleted in the fissionable
isotope, and readjusting the neutron absorption to equal
that of normal uranium by the addition, say, of boron
ss a .qeutron absorber. Into this prepared lattice intro-
duce a point source of fission neutrons, which might be
a lump of spontaneously fissioning material. Then, by
the usual foil techniques we could measure the distrib-
ution of thermal neutrons lbmugb the lattice, and com-
pute the mean square distance by known methods. .In
principle one would thus obt-ain the correct value df M%

Such experiments have not to date been performed,
because the preparation of tbe material is very CXPenSiVG
and no proper fission source is presently available. Act-
ually the best existing knowledge of Mz for the present
lattices is obtained by measurements made in an expo-
nential pile using the formula:

K>=_A
m

(9)

wtich iS Formula 5 above. The .Lap!acian A can be
measured dkectly in the exponential Pile M fouows uti
the formula:

(lo)

and by finding the values of a and b as outlined above,
the value of A may be determined. A neutron absorber
of known neutron capture cross section is then introduced
into the exponential piIe in known amounts, the change
in the Laplacian measured, and Mz calculated from the
measurements.

In one specific instance of an exponential pile having
uranium rods arranged in graphite in such a manner that
liquid could be passed over the umnium bodies, berated
water in various concentrations of boron was passed
through the lattice. It was found that there was a change
inAof

,,-i-i
.0584 x*

for one part per million of boron in the water. From
this change the value of M~ was calculated to be about
590 cm.z, accurate within about 10 per cent of error.
It is to be noted however that Ma enters into K–1 only
so that the error in K would then be only about 1 per
cent at the most. Ma in this case is slightly lower tfM@
in a reactor without a cooling system and for a uranium
metal sphere-graphite lattice Ml has been found to be
nhout 700 cm.g.
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sion neutrons may travel kfore bec9mhtg thermal. TMs
cap be directly measured in the moderator _y&d, sin-
the metal has ‘a ve~ small effect on slowing down. The
second te~ (N) is the diffusion length squared for
~er~l neutrons jn the lattice in question, which is .egual
simply to the diffusion length in the moderator. LOcan
also .be dkectly measured in the moderator used, and
is multiplied by the fraction of neutrons absorbed in me
moderator, which is ( 1—f), where j is the thermal utiliza-
tion defined as ihe fraction of the thesyr@ neutrons @-
sorbed by the uranium (both by simple capture and to
produce fission) rather than by tie moderator. Such
calculations find many objections but are adequate to 10
to 15 per cent and are suitable, therefore, for design pur-
poses in fioding K— 1.

The following values of M* have been found by mew-
urements and calculation to be indicative for preliminary
,design purposes in building reactors:

For water, iUS=40 cm.s
For 33s0, h#=230 cm.a
For beryllium, h@=on the order of 300 cm?
For graphite, A#=600 cm.~T@) cm+~

By the use of the exponential pile, various sizes and
shapes of uranium bodies have been tested and the re-
lated K factors found for various moderators.

By testing uranium compositions in the exponential pile,
the neutronic purity c~n be determined ~n tews of K
when the same moderator is used or when the effect of
the ~oderator Mpurities .is k~own, with geometry un-
changed. The test is equally reliable for uranium com-
pounds such as the uranium oxides UJOS and UOS,
uranium carbide, uranium tetrafluoride, uranium hew-
fluoride, etc., compounds which contain, in additiou to
traces of elements having high neutron capture cross sec-
tions, large amounts of elements such as O, C, and F, all
of which have relatively low neutron capture cross sec-
tion. The test can evaluate the totaI effect of both types
of @purities in terms of K reduction, as well as the effect
of changing geometries on K.

When Ma is known, this factor can be u~d to deter-
mine critical size of the structure for van”ous moderators.

Thus the determination “of (1) the proper &e, shape
and disposition of the uranium bodies in tie moderator
to reduce resonance losses; the determination of the
(2) amounts of neutron absorbing impurities that can
be tolerated in addition to otier losses before a self-sus-
taining chain reaction will become impossible in a sys-
tem of practical size; and cjeterm.ination of (3) the nuclear
characteristics of the moderator wft.b respect to reqtdm
rnents of critical size and tglerable exterior losses; has
enabled us to provide a means and method of building
neutronic reactors capable of sustaining a chain neutron
reactiosi by virtue of nuclear fission, even when individual
values for constants enterb”g Iisto the nuclear processes are
only imperfectly known.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to
provide a means and method of designing and building
and operating neutronic reactors capable of sustaining a
chain nuclear reaction by virtue of nuclear fission, and to
outline the variations that can be tolerated before the
reaction will become impossible of att.ainrn.entin stmct,ures
of practical sixe.

Other objects and advantages of this .igvention will be
apparent from a description of several operative reactors
a; ‘dsown i.n the attach~.d drawir!gs, wher~in:

Fig. 1 is a diagram w chart illustrating the balanced
cond]tion of a chain reaction in .a system of practical size__——. . . .

The practical calculations. for pile design do not even employing natural uraniuni in graphite; -
depend upon this procedure but upon a more theoretical 70 Fig. Z is a ~aph on which are plotted contour ].ines
one still. Ma can be written: representing various reproduction constants K for systems

Ms=T+Ld(l-f) (11)
employing uranium metal spheres and graphite;

Fig. 3 js a graph similar to that of Fig. 2 for cylindrical
where the symbol r designates the “age” of nascent new rods of uranium metal;
trons arid is essentially the mean square distance that fis- 76 Fig. 4 is a graph on which are plotted contour b
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rapresenting various values for the reproduction con-
stants K for a uranium oxide (UOZ)-graphite system
wherein the oxide is in the form of spheres,

Fig. 5 is a graph on which are plotted contour lines
representing various reproduction constants K for systems
employing uranium oxide (UOZ) and graphite wherein
the oxide is in the form of cylindrical r~v

Fig. 6 is a graph showing K contour lines for uranium
metal rods immersed in D@,

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a uranium-graphite re-
actor tmmpletely enclosed in a radiation shield;

Fig. 8 is a front end plan view of the reactor shown in
F]g. 7, a portion of which is shown in central vertical
section;

Fig. 9 is a side plan view of the reactor a portion of
which is shown in central vertical section;

Fig. 10 is a top plan view of the reactor a portion of
which is shown in central horizontal sectjon;

Fig. 11 is a plan view of one of the graphite blocks
containing uranium metal with a portion broken away to
show in section one of the uranium metal cylinderx

Fig. 12 is a longitudinal sectional view taken on the
line 12-12 of Fig. 11;

Fig. 13 is a longitudinal sectionaf view of a graphite
block and showing pseudospheres of uranium oxide fn
place of the uranium metal;

Fig. 14 is a plan view of a graphite block loaded with
pseudospheres of uranium oxide, with a portion of the
block broken away to show a pseudosphere in a section
taken as indicated by line 14-14 in Fig. 13;

Fig. 15 is a plan view of a dead graphite brick with a
portion broken away and shown in section;

Fig. 16 is a schematic wiring diagram of a neutron den-
sity monitoring circuit;

Fig. 17 is a graph showing neutron density values
plotted with relation to the number of layers as a cubical
reactor is built;

Fig. 18 is a diagrammatic side view of a safety rod;
Fig. 19 is a diagrammatic side view of a shim or limiti-

ng r@
Fig. 20 is a diagrammatic side view of a control rod;
Fig. 21 is a graph on which are plotted neutron density

value relations found in the active portion of the system
plotted against number of layers of graptilte bricks for
an ellipsoidal reactor;

Fig. 22 is an enlarged, fragmentary, perspective view
of a modified active portion in which the overall shape
is in the form of a cube or parallelepipeds and the
uranium is arranged horizontally in cylinders or rods;

Fig. 23 is a second modification of the active portion
of the system wherein the overall shape is cylindrical
end the uranium is disposed vertically in the form of
cylinders or rods;

Fig. 24 is a diagram illustrating the distribution of
neutron density in a sphericaf reactoq

Fig. 25 is a vertical sectional view of a neutronic re-
actor employing deuterium oxide as the moderator;

Fig. 26 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical sectional
view through a portion of the reactor showing in par-
ticular a uranium rod used in the reactor shown in
Fig. 25;

Fig. 27 is a fragmentary detail sectional view corre-
sponding to Fig. 26 but showing only a modification of
the ball valve seal shown in Fig. 26;

Fig. 28 is an enlarged verfical sectional view of a
portion of a uranium rod equipped with an attached
adapter for removing the uranium rod from the reactor;

Fig. 29 is a horizontal sectional view shown partially
in elevation, the section being taken on the line 29—29
Fig. 25;

Fig. 30 is a diagram showing change of critical size
in U-C reactors with change in K;

Fig. 31 is a l~ngitudinal view PartlY in section and
partly in elevation of an air cooled neutronic reactor
system,
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Fig. 32 is a cross sectional view, partly in elevation,

taken as indicated by the line 32-32 in Fig. 31;
Fig. 33 is a plan view of the system ahown in Figs.

31 and 32;
Fig. 34 is a longitudinal sectional view, partly in eleva-

tion, of a jacketed slug;
Fig. 35 is a longitudkml sectional view, partly in eleva-

tion of a horizontal channel during a loading and un-
Ioadlng operation;

Fig. 36 is a cross sectional view taken as indicated
by the line 36-36 in Fig. 35;

Fig. 37 is a verticaf sectional view (partly in eleva-
tion ) of a liquid cooled reactor;

Fig. 38 is a vertical section view (partly in elevation)
of the reactor shown in Fig. 37, and taken as indicated
by the fine 38-38 in Fig. 37;

Fig. 39 is a diagrammatic perspective view of a uranhun
rod and associated coolant channel;

Fig. 40 is a diagram showing the statistical weight of
concentric lattice portions of uniform K plotted against
the extent of the same lattice portions within the struc-
ture;

Fig. 41 is a diagram ahowing the effect of reflectors
of various thickness on the size of the reactor; and

Fig. 42 is a diagram showing the outline of a reactor
in the shape, roughly, of an ellipsoid.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE ~EUTRONIC REAaOR
HAVING A SOLID MODERATOR

One of the simplest ways to accomplish a self-sustain-
ing chain reaction operating by virtue of nuclear fission
is to utilize either uranium metal, uranium oxide, or
both, aggregated into bodies of substantial size and spaced
in a solid moderator such as graphite to form a lattice,
and built without the introduction of a cooling system
into the reactor. Such a neutronic reactor is shown
in Figs. 7 to 21, inclusive.

Fig. 7 shows the neutronic reactor system diagram-
matically in perspective and will be first referred to. As
the active portion of the reactor loses large quantities
of neutrons during operation, and the fission reaction
creates gamma radiation, it is desirable to protect operat-
ing personnel from the radiations resulting from the chain
react ion. In this instance protection is provided by sur-
rounding substantially all of the reactor with concrete
or equivalent shielding.

A heavy concrete foundation 10 is fist poured and
side walls 11 and connecting backwall 12 are then erected.
This provides a vault space 14 (Figs. 8, 9 and 10) in
which the chain reacting lattice of uranium and graphite
is erected until the vault is filled within about five feet
of the top and five feet of the front, as will be later
described. The front of” the vault is then closed by a
front wall 15 formed of concrete, and the top is closed
by a top wall 16 which may be of wood and lead layers.
The top wall 16 is pierced by a large opening 20, leading
to a well 21 extending inwardly to the peripheral layer
of uranium bodies in the internaf lattice. A smaller
adjacent aperture 25 is the exterior opening of a shaft
26 (Fig. 8) extending into the central portion of the
reactor.

Front wall 15 is pierced by shim and regulating rod
apertures 29 and 29a respectively, positioned on each
side of and slightly above the center of front wall 15.
A “shim” or limiting rod 30 is positioned on a limiting
rod platform 31 and is movable-to enter aperture 29 b
a horizontal plane; and a regulating or control rod 32 is
positioned on a control rod platform 33 to enter aperture
29a in a horizontal plane. Below the plane of these

TO two rod platforms is a removal platform 34 positioned
to receive lattice portions @at may be removed from
the reactor through a removable section channel 3S and
from removable stringer” channels 36. Details of the
rod mechanisms and use of the platiorms will later be

75 described.
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One side of the reactor side wall 11 is also pierced by

.- a pair of spaced safety rod apertures 40 through which
two safety rods 41 can be horizontally inserted into the
reactor from safety rod platform 42. Just below the
safety rod apertures is an ionization chamber channel 43.
This completes the description of the exterior of the re-
actor. .

The self-sustaining chain reacting unit to be built up
within vault space 14 is designed to so reduce total neu-
tron losses as to make a self-sustaining chain reaction pos-
sible, as has been previously outlined, using specific types
and sizes of uranium masses, both of metal and oxide in
graphite, all of obtainable purity, and spaced with a
specific geometry. As will be shown later, an all metal
structure can be built, i. e., wherein all of the uranium
bodies are of metallic uranium, but the combination of
metal and oxide in the present example is utilized for
emnomy.

The basic construction unit used to fill vault space 14
is a graphite block 4% inches by 4!4 inches in cross
section, used in a number of lengths. The blocks are
carefully planed by woodworking machinery to have
smooth rectangular sides and end faces, so that they may
be readily piled or stacked to fill the vault space 14 with-
out substantial air spaces. Such construction has led the
device to be termed a “pile,” but the more generic term
“reactor” is preferred.

Vault space 14 is dimensioned, in this instance, to re-
ceive horizontal graphite block layers. Two main types
of graphite blocks are used as shown in Figs. 11-15, in-
clusive. Certain of the b!ocks 50 are drilled with cylin-
drical holes spaced 8V4 inches center to center to receive
the uranium bodies which are placed therein. The
uranium bearing graphite blocks 50 are termed live
graphite. Other blocks 51, as shown in Fig. 15, contain
no uranium and may be termed dead graphite.

The uranium bodies are in two main forms, one form
being cast uranium metal cylinders 52 having a metal
density of slightly over 18 grams per cubic centimeter,
of several weights as later listed. Other uranium bodies
54 are in the form of pseudo-spheres of uranium oxide
UQ, similar to the metal cylinders with the exception
of a beveling on top and bottom to approximate spheri-
cal contours as shown in Figs. 13 and 14. A few UK%
cylinders are also used. The oxides are compressed to
a density of about 6 grams/cm.s and all of the uranium
is purified as herein later described.

In any event, the uranium bodies are placed in the
holes in blocks 50, and these live graphite blocks 50,
in conjunction with dead graphite blocks 51 are used to
build up the chain reacting system in vault space 14
by assembling the blocks into a uranium lump lattice
arrangement to provide an active portion of substan-
tially cubical form, surrounded by several layers of dead
graphite to act as a reflector 17.

To start the building of the reactor in vault space
14, three bottom layers of dead graphite are laid down
on the foundation 22 feet deep and 20 feet wide to start
a reflector 17. For more uniform distribution of weight,
alternate layers may have the graphite blocks crossed at
right angles. The blocks are closely piled to minimize
air spaces.

After three layers of dead graphite are piled, the
uranium bearing layers are started with adjacent rows
of live graphite cut in length so that the uranium bodies
are spaced along the row 8V4” x 8Y4” center to center,
each live graphite row spaced by a row of dead graphite,
with the uranium bodies aligned both across and in depth
in the vault space. The uranium bearing rows do not
begin until 12 inches of dead graphite is laid down
next to the concrete walls of the vault and at the open
front, and three sides have 16 inches of dead graphite.
Thtts the foundation of an active portion having a sub-
stantially square base is set up, with the base surrounded
on all sides by at least 12 inches of graphite, with the
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uranium bearing portion of the layer being about 1Y%
feet wide by 19% feet deep .

A layer of dead graphite is then laid over the first
uranium bearing layer, and the next uranium bearing
layer is laid with the uranium bodies substantially aligned
vertically. Thus as the reactor is built up, layer by layer
of alternate graphite and uranium-graphite layers, the
uranium lumps form a cubic lattice with the uranium
bodies aligned with the rectangular co-ordinates of the
vault space 14.

As the presently designed reactor is designed to have
a central portion where the lumps are of uranium metal,
the metal lumps are positioned in stepped relation in the
various layers to form a mass about 13 feet wide, 10 feet
high and 10 feet deep positioned between the 16th and
48th layer centrally of the “reactor as indicated by broken
line A in Figs. 8,9 and 10.

Along lines passing close to the center of the reactor,
removable stringers, such as indicated by numeraf 36a
in Figs. 9 and 10, of live carbon blocks, are preferably
provided so that one or more complete rows of uranium
bodies can be removed from close to a central diameter
of the system, as may be desired for test purposes, as
will later be described. Such stringers are easily pro-
vided by making the row of live graphite blocks it is
desired to remove, slightly smaller in cross section than
tne surrounding blocks so that the row can readily be
pushed out of the pile from outside the shield and rein-
serted when desired without disturbing the remainder of
the structure.

As it may be desirable to be able to remove a larger
amount of the uranium from the central portion of the
reactor, a horizontal removable section S6 is provided,
extending from front to rear of the reactor and through
the central portion containing metal. This removable
section contains metal uranium bodies extending all the
way to the front and back of the active portion of the
reactor and is 8 rows wide and 8 rows high.

Matching blocks bored with a vertical 2$6” hole be- .
tween the uranium bodies in the live blocks, and in proper
position in the dead blocks, are aligned as layers are
added, to provide internal continuity of the shaft 26.

As the reactor is being built the ionization chamber 60
is installed in channel 43 just inside wall 11. Wire line 61
is led to the outside and connected to a monitoring circuit,
as shown in Fig. 16. The opening through the concrete
shield is closed with concrete bricks.

Ionization chamber 60 comprises a sealed metal casing
62 containing approximately 18 liters of b_ron fluoride at
one atmosphere pressure into which projects a central elec-
trode 63. The central electrode is connected through cen-
tral wire 61 to a contact 64 adjustable across resistor 65.
One end of resistor 65 is connected to an outer wire shield
66 and to a battery 67 of about 450 volts potential, fhe
other end of which is grounded, as is casing 62. The other
end of resistor 65 is connected through galvanometers 70
to the wire shield side of battery 67. Neutron absorption
by the boron in the chamber releases alpha particles by
nuclear reaction and causes alpha ray ionization in the
chamber, the amount thereof being measured by galva-
nometers 70. Only the ionization chamber need be exposed
to the neutrons developed in the reactor, with the galva-
nometers positioned up to 300 feet away. The galvarlom-
eter deflection preferably positioned adjacent the control
rod control is only aproxirnately linear with neutron den-
sity, but is reproducible, and readily calibrated in terms
of neutron density or power if desired.

As the reactor is built up layer by layer, slots 71 and
72 are provided in a dead graphite layer for entrance of
the shim and regulating. rod: respectively, and at right
angles thereto, on a higher level, safety rod slots 73 are
provided in a dead graphite layer. Ail of the~ slots pm
entirely through the reactor with the safety rod slots at
right angles to the”shim and control rod slots.

Constwction is continued with the sh.hn rod, control
rod and safety rods fully inserted into the reactor.
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Preferably, at least from the halfway point of construc-

tion, the natural neutron density in the pile is monitored
as layers are added. That is, the relatively constant
though small “natural” neutron contribution by sponta-
neous fission and from other natural sources, causes fission
and initiates short chains of fission reaction in the partly
built pile. Until the critical size of the pile is reached,
such chain reactions are convergent, i. e., are not self-
sustaining, but the fissions provide a measurable increase
of neutron density in the pile, over that provided by the
natural neutrons which traverse the structure. Thus it has
been found that by plotting the neutron density within the
pile as layers are added thereto, with the control rod and
safety rods withdrawn, a prediction can be made in ad-
vance as to the size at which the chain reaction in the
structure will become just self-sustaining. The personnel
building the pile can thus be warned that the critical size
is being approached.

In Fig. 17 the results of iridium foil measurements in
the reactor are shown plotted against the number of layers
placed on the pile during construction of the reactor, the
foil measurements being obtained in the following manner.

Ao is the so called saturation radioactivity expressed in
counts per minute of a standard iridium foil activated by
the neutrons at the approximate center of the structure as
far as constructed.

The iridium foils are held, for example, between alumi-
num trays and exposed to neutron bombardment at the
approximate center of the pile for a predetermined period
of time, to produce in the iridium foil a condition of par-
tial radioactive saturation. Various slots (not shown ) ex-
tending into the lattice may be provided for insertion of
the iridium foil as construction proceeds, i. e., so that such
access can be had to localities which successively consti-
tute the approximate center of the existing structure.

After the predetermined period of exposure to the neu-
trons, the iridium foil is removed from the pile and is al-
lowed to stand for exactly three minutes to permit the
short-lived radioactivity produced by the exposure to the
neutrons to decay substantially to zero. The remaining
induced radioactivity of the iridium foil is then determined
by utilizing a suitable and previously standardized Geiger
counter to count the beta rays emanating from the foil
over a predetermined time period. The results thus ob-
tained are then converted into values which would have
been obtained if the iridium foil had been exposed to the
neutrons sufficiently long to produce a state of saturation.

However,” a given expckure thne may be too long in
regions of high neutron density, yielding too many counts
per minute for the counter to handle accurately, or may
be too short in very low density regions yielding too few
counts for accurate represensation, in which event the time
schedules may be changed to compensate. The activity
of the iridium foir-may then be expressed in terms of
counts per minute at saturation for the foil used, aMtough
in the latter case and for long or short exposure times,
the saturation activity in counts per minute may be de-
termined from the equation

CJ (12)AO=e_fi=( 1_e-/i.) ( l—e-/~.)

where c is the observed number of counts in time tC1 and
in minutes, tw, tX and k are respectively the periods of ir-
radiation, waiting and counting, and where \ is the fraction
of the excited (radioactive) atoms that disintegrate in a
unit time, and for iridium equals 0.012836 per minute.
The iridium foils are preferably 4 cm. x 6.4 cm. and have
a thickness corresponding to 0.094 grams/cm.a.

The values of layers/AO are plotted against the number
of layers, i. e., for measurements of Ao and computations
of layers made as the illustrated pile was built, each meas-
urement of Ao being made for, and thus corresponding to,
the steady state value of neutron density reached at the
particular number of layers to which such measurement
corresponds. It should be noted “that as the critical size
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is approached, the steady “state values of AQapproach in-
finity, and when the critical size is exceeded, Ao no longer –
has a steady state value, In place of a horizontal line as
would be obtained if K were exactly unity, the curve
slopes downwardly, indicating that K is greater than
unity, i. e., that the neutron density is increasing more
rapidly than square of the effective radius of the reactor,
R%, and that at some value of Rert, and consequently at
some determinable number of layers, indicated by the in-
tercept with the axis, the density becomes or can become -
infinite. Thus as the plotted points approach the axis a
simple extension of the curve clearly indicates in advance
the layer at which the system will become chain reacting, _
with thd ability to maintain the reaction, which in this
case was slightly above the 50th layer.

With the safety, shim, and control rods fully inserted
into the structure, the active portion and the reflector 17
are completed to the final size and shape desired, with
layers of dead carbon blocks being positioned over the top
thereof to complete the reflector 17, except for the well 21
and the shaft 26. The front of the vault was then closed.
Except for the upward extension of well 21 the top was
closed by adding 40 inches of wood and 6 inches of lead
in order that personnel could be present on top of the -
reactor while it was operating. A structure is thus ob-
tained having a substantially cubical active portion there-
in, surrounded by a carbon reflector 17, and enclosed in a
shield on all sides.

While the critical size was reached at slightly above the
50th layer, the reactor to be operative must have a size
larger than critical size so that the reproduction ratio is
greater than unity, and so that a rise in neutron density
can occur. In this case, the effective operating size for
low, intermittent power was reached by the addition of
four additional dead graphite layers, which completed the
reflector across the top of the reactor and thus increased
the effective size. The effect of the reflecting layers is ‘-
given below in terms of the time for doubling the neutron
density inside the reactor, with all control absorbers re-
moved.

Lsycr Tkne forI)oubllng
tn Seconds

m.09------------------------------------------- = (crit!cnlsize).
61---------------------------------------------- w.
62... - . . . . . . . . ---------------------------------- 32.9.
m---------------------------------------------- 19.0.
64---------------------------------------------- 12.S (operatingsize).

—

The shielding around the reactor was found to have a
neutron reflecting capability equti to about 10 centimeters
of dead graphite.

The concrete walls also serve as the main shield to
prevent gamma radiation escaping outside the structure, as
carbon, being a light material, absorbs gamma rays only
to a relatively small extent. The water in the concrete
ako serves to slow down and absorb escaping neutrons.

More detailed specifications of the cubicaf reactor just
described are given below:

URANIUM

Tohlnumbwof Ulumpsin reac~r-------------------- 17,640.
Tote,lnnmberofUmcLallump?fmostly6,7, and81bs.Wh). 3,202.
T talwigllt, fUmetal inr actor.. .. .. . . ..- . . ..-. -- . ... . 20,36Slbs,
Totalnumberof U oxidelumpsmostlyU02,6 lbs. each,

About5Z U,Oaaveraging5poundseachpositionedin
ol]tcr13yersOlly. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,43$.

Toti~lweightof Uoxidein rWctor.- . . ..- . . . . ----------- S4,0Wlbs.
Totilweight ofgmlJhite(lncludlngreflector)... -... ----- 472tons.
Koflueti.l section. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.07,
Kofoxidc sectlou. . . ------------------------------------ 1.035.
Av~r~o K.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . About l.055,
F,wtcstdoubllngttie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.5semrids.

The graphite used was made from raw materials spe-
cially selected for minimum neutron absorption. -

The various rods entering the reactor will next be de-
scribed, asshown diagrammatically in Figs. 18, 19and 20.

Referring first to Fig. 20 showing the control rod 32 the
75 rod proper is a sheet of %6” steel 3% inches wide and 15
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feet long, to whioh are attached %” blocks of 15 per cent
boron steel in 4 inch lengths. The rod is mounted on
lateral wheels 80 operating on tracks 81 on platform 33
outside of the reactor and on the bottom of slot 72 inside
the reactor. The composite rod is provided with a rack
82 engaged by pinion 83. This pinion is driven by belt
84 from a differential gear box 84a in opposite directions
by in motor 85 and out motor 86. Limit switches 87 and
87a are positioned to break the common motor lead at
either end of the rod travel by contact of stop 88. The
motors 85 and 86 are under control of the operator, and
the action of the control rod is fully described in a subse-
quent section of this specification. A “selsyn” indicator
system 86u is used with the indicator in view of the con-
trol rod operator to tell the operator the exact position of
the control rod at all times. The indicator may be cali-
brated as d-iscussediater.

The “shim” or limiting rod 30 is shown in Fig. 19.
This rod may be simply a cadmium sheet ?&” by 3%” by
15 feet riveted to a fiber backing, movable by hand into
and out of the reactor, held in place by pin 89 and locked
by pin guard 90 and padlock 91. This rod is so posi-
tioned in the reactor that when the control rod is com-
pletely out of the reactor the maximum reproduction ratio
cannot exceed a value dependent upon the position of the
shim rod.

The two safety rods 41 are alike and one is showh in
Fig. 18. They are formed from ?&” cadmium sheet
~~ ~)wide kacke~ by fi~r, and long enough to complete-
ly cross the reactor. They are drawn into the reactor
from platform 42 by cable 92 passing over pulley 93, the
cable also carrying weight 94. The safety rods are nor-
mally held out of the reactor by latch 95 opened by
spring 96 and held in latched position by current passing
through solenoid 97. Accidental or deliberate interrup
tion of current in solenoid 97 will cause the latch to open
and the safety rods will be pulled into reactor by gravity
to stop the reaction. Spring bumper 98 cushions the
rod at the end of its travel. Normally when the reactor
is left unattended, all rods are inserted fully into tie re-
actor. The above described reactor is capable of being
operated at an output as high as 10,000 kilowatts for
short periods. Since the reactor is only conductively
cooled, only small powers can be continuously ma~-
tained without an appreciable internal temperature rise.
However, the reactor is valuable for the manufacture of
radioactive elements and 94%39and subsequent removal
of the irradiated uranium by use of the removable sec-
tion, for use as an intense source of neutrons available in
well 21 and shaft 26 (Fig. 8), as a generator of high en-
ergy gamma rays, and as a means for testing materials by
use of the removable stringers. These uses are more fully
described later in the section on uses of neutronic re-
actors.

The power produced by the reactor at any attained
neutron density may also be calcuated from measure-
ments on standard iridium foils in locations spaced across
the reactor. Again using the symbol Ao for the satura-
tion radioactivity value computed from the counts per
minute obtained in a Geiger counter from the standard
iridium foils distributed across the pile, and assuming the
total energy produced per fission is 200 million electron
volts (m. e. v.), equivalent to 3.2x 10+ ergs, the power
of the pile at the measurement location is given by the
following formula:

Power= 2.3Ao ergs/sec.=2.3 X 10_7x Ao watts

Such iridium foil measurements can be used to accurately
calibrate galvanometers 70 in terms of watts, if desired.
The power can be removed as heat from neutronic re-
actors by the use of suitable circulating media if desired,
as will be taken. up later.

A prototype of the reactor as above described was
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builtina slightly non-spherical shape, and su.messftdly
operated to create a self-sustaining chain reaction at
about 200 watts power. This reactor was then tom
down and a large portion thereof incorporated in the re-
actor just previously described.

As originally operated, the active portion of the re-
actor was not cubical but was substantially in the shape
of a flattened rotational ellipsoid with a polar semi-axis
of 309 centimeters and an equatorial semi-axis of 388
centimeters as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 42. The
effective radius was about 355 centimeters (12,7 feet)
and the average K mnstant was about 1.054. It was
surrounded by about 12 inches of graphite and supported
by a wooden framework.

The uranium in the reactor was as follows:

. — . .

iiyy{$?::p&--- $!J %;j ly# M!#
3“cylinder. . . ----- UO*... .. 4;5a a.14 ‘~

Do------------ uaol.. . . 3.97 5.m $%— —
19,4s0 19ZW0

I Eqrmts46.5tons.

Various grades and makes of graphite were used in
the reactor, the reflector and a pier extending upwardly
for use as a thermal neutron source. The graphite, in
the amount of 385.5 tons, was made from raw materials
selected to give a K reduction which averaged about .02.

AS this reactor was built up the neutron activity was
also monitored with iridium foil exposures as above de-
scribed. However, in this case, the changing shape of
the reactor must be taken into account.

In this reactor, R3m is the effective radius of the struc-
ture at various stages during construction. It is given by
the formula

(13)

where a, b, c are the sides of a rectangular parallelopiped
which is drawn to conform as closely as possible to the
actual shape of the stmcture in its various stages of con-
struction. If a structure employing a geometry giving K
exactly unity is built up gradually maintaining a true
spherical shape, then Ao increases approximately at R~,
where R is the radius of the sphere at any time. If it is
built with an ellipsoidal shape, Then Ao increases ap-
proximately as Rlefl, and in the actual structure that is
built, approximate values of a, b, c, to agree with the ac-
tual shape at any stage can be estimated, and R%rr crd-
culated.

The values of Rsetl are then used to plot

RZ@

Ao

against layers to predict the critical layer as shown in
Fig. 21.

This reactor became chain reacting after the 57th layer
was added, this being about one layer beyond critical
size. With 57 layers in position, the time for doubling
the reaction was found to be about 1 minute. The re-
actor construction was started to provide a spherical
shape. While the K factor of the bulk of the metal and
the graphite, and the oxide and graphite, was known
from exponential pile measurement, a substantial amount
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of tmtested graphite was used in the outer portions of
the reactor. This graphite proved to have a lower danger
sum than that predicted, giving an average K factor
higher than expected. In consequence, measurements
showed that the reactor would reach r= 1 sooner than
expected, and therefore it was finished off without com-
pleting the sphere. When the cubical reactor previously
described was built the K factors were better known for
the Various combinations of uranium and graphite and
the structure more closely approached the calculated
critical size and symmetry.

The neutron density distribution in a sphericaf reactor
is shown in Fig. 24 where the ratio of the neutron density
to the maximum neutron density in the pile is given for
points within the reactor set forth as the ratio of the
partial radius at those points, to the total radius. The
maximum neutron density occurs at the center of the
reactor, falling off rapidly as the periphery is approached
with approximately a cosine curve. The curve shows
only a very small relative density at the periphery of the
reactor, but this density represents a flux of about 4 per
cent (in graphite ) of the total neutrons generated that
are continuously leaking out of the reactor. The density,
however, of the neutrons leaking from the reactor is
low compared to those diflusing through the reactor and
thus causes only a slight displacement of the curve shown
in Fig. 24 past the 1.0 radius line. As the heat released
in the reactor is caused by the fissions, the heat distribu-
tion curve across the reactor will be similar in shape to
the neutron density distribution curve. The neutron
density curve across reactors of other shapes is also
substantially a cosine curve.

Reactors of the above types can also be built with rod
geometry as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. In Fig. 22 urani-
um rods 75 are horizontally positioned in bores 76 in live
graphite blocks 77 and piled side by side to make for
example, a cubical active portion. Similarly as drawn
in Fig. 23 the uranium rods 75 and the live graphite blocks
77 can be stacked vertically to form a cylindrical active
portion. Either shape of active portibn can be used in
either of the geometries.

A description of a liquid moderated reactor with the
uranium in the form of rods vertically positioned will
next be taken up.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE NEUTRONIC REACTOR
HAVING A LIQUID MODERATOR

A chain reaction can also be maintained in a
uranium-DzO reactor as shown herein, certain details
of which are more fully descn-bed and claimed in
the application of Fermi and Zinn, filed November 2.
945, Serial No. 626,383. Referring first to Fig. 25 of
the drawings, numeral 101 denotes a neutronic reactor
tank or container of cylindrical shape and of a material
that is relatively ❑on-corrosive at low temperatures and
that is relatively ❑on-absorbent with respect to neutrons,
such as, for example, aluminum or stainless steel. A
suitable size of such tank for a self-sustaining chain reac-
tion when DsO is used as a moderator is one that is 6
feet in diameter and 7 feet 4 inches high, altbotsgh other
sizes may be used as well. Suspended in tank 101 are
136 rods 102 csf uranium metal 1.1 inches diameter
sheathed by aluminum about .035 inch thick, to prevent
extreme radioactivity and contamination of the DzO
moderator by fission products emanating from the ura-
nium. Such coating also prevents corrosion of the urani-
um by the heavy water. Rods 102, that will be described
in detail hereinafter, extend to about H inch of the tank
bottom. Sufficient deut :rium oxide is introduced into
tank 101 to obtain a volume of uranium and heavy water
slightly over the critical size. Such critical size may be
predicted well in advance of attainment thereof. Thk
is done by taking measurements of th: neutron density,
preferably adjacent to the perimeter of the tank, for ex-
ample, in the reflector 104 described hereinafter, as the
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tank is being fifled, and by plotting, for instance, the
reciprdcrds of such neutron densities as ordinates against
some measure of the overall size of the tilled portion
of the tank (e. g., the volume of DzO) as abscissae, as the
size is being increased by raising the level of heavy water
in the tank in a manner similar to that described for the
construction of the uranium-graphite reactor. This will
give a curve that, when extrapolated, will indicate or force-
cast the critical size at the point where the curve crosses
ths axis of abscissae. Wlten the critical size has been ex-
ceeded a self-sustaining nuclear reaction is initiated as de-
scribed hereinbefore. In the reactor described, the critical
size was obtained when the tank 101 was filled to a D20
level of 122.4 centimeters from the bottom, and an operat-
ing sim giving a neutron density doubling time of 37.6
seconds was obtained at a mO level of 123.1 centimeters.
At a Jevel of 124.7 the doubling time was 6.52 seconds.

Immediately surrounding tank 101 is a neutron reflector
104 of graphite, for example, having substantially a cup
shape. Reflector 104 and tank 101 together with its
contents, are referred to as the neutronic reactor. The
moderator, together wiih the uranium immersed in the
moderator, constitutes what may be termed the active
Pmticm of the reactor. The thickness of the reflector
may be of the order of two or three fec~.or more de-
pending on the size of the active portiori--and the degree
of neutron scattering required. By using this peripheral
layer of scattering or reflecting msterial, the overall
size of the aclive portion of the reactor may be made
someuhat smaller than in a case where no scattering
layer is employed, since neutron losses to the exterior
are effectively reduced. Tank 101 and its contents may
be built slightly below the diameter that would be re-
quired without a refiector so that the addition of retlec-
tor 104 with its neuiron reflecting action will convert the
reactor from one that is not self-sustaining to one that is
self-sustaining.

A concrete shield 105 surrounds the graphite reflector
104 and serves to prevent neutrons and gamma radiations
from escaping to the outside of the structure. The carbon
in refl:ctor 104, being a relatively light element, ab-
sorbs gamma rays only to a relatively small exent. The
concrete shield may be of the order of 5 or 10 feet in
thickness. The water of crystallization in the concrete
absorbs escaping neutrons.

Generally speaking, the higher the atomic weight of an
element, the better it serves as a shield to prevent escape
of penetrating radiations, such as gamma radiations.
Lead, therefore, is an exc:llent material far a shield for
certain purposes while water of the same thickness is only
fair. However. thick water shields are sometimes con- -
venient and satisfactory, as will b: shown later. Inter-
posed between the concre!e shield 105 and graphite re-
flector 104 is a cooled metal shield 107, preferably of a
Icad-cadmium alloy, having cooling tubes 107a passing
therethrough, through which light water. that is, ordi-
nary water, or other coolant may be circulated. Shield
107 is especially adapted not only to cool the outside of
the neutronic reactor but to mhtimize the escape of gamma
and other penetrating radiations. A suitabla thickness
may be 4 inches or more.

A cover plate 108, for example, of stainless steel,
is provided at the top of tank 101 and serves as a ther-
mal shield as well as a support for rods 102 and for
control and safety rods pivotally mounted thereunder,
as will be described later. Above the cover plate 108
is a space 109 into which the upper ends of rods 102
project, and through which piping can be conducted.
Above space 109 is a shield 109u having alternate layers
of iron and Masonite (compressed wood fiber) for pre-
venting the escape of neutrons, gamma rays, and other
penetrating radiations from the top of tank 101 to the
outside.

A tube or well 109b of any suitable diameter, for
example 4 inches, extends through the shields 109u,
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space 109, and plate I_@-into the tank 101, preferably from the atmosphere. A wt screw .127 is screwed
axially of the tank. Objects may be i.ntmduced from downwiirdly of supporting rod 123 so as to firmly seat
the exterior through the tube aad into the center of the bafl valve 126. A dank 131 is provided and sup-
the tank so that they may be bombarded by high in- porting member 123 is screw-threaded th$reto. An
tensity neutron radiations for the production of radio- .5 upwardly extending aluminum sleeve 134 is screwed
active isotopes or for other purposes desired . Aluminum to shank 131 and closed by an upper flanged member
is suitable for tube 109b. 133. A lead rod 132 is p sitioned between the lower

A pan 115 of stainless steel or other suitable ma- shank 131 and upper ffang% member 133 for the pur-
terial is located at the bottom of reflector 104 for cd- pose of reducing gamma ray escape axially of rods 102.
letting arty heavy water that may leak from tank lt)l, 10 ne flanges of member 133 are supported on the top
inasmuch as heavy water, at present, is relatively ex- of a tube 135 screwed to cover plate 108. Flanged
Pensive. The collected heavy water is drained as in- mem.ber 133 is provided with an internal thread 133a
dicated by the arrow. by which the rod assembly can be attached to a lift-

Helium at substantially atmospheric pressure is in- ing crane, for example, for installation and removal,
troduced throu@ pipes 116 into the top of reactor 15 Fig. 27 shows an alternate form of seal which may
tank 101, that is, above the level of the heavy water, beusedin place of the balI valve 126 shown in Fig. 26.
find thence is circulated to the exterior of the tank 101 The seal comprises a stud 126u screw-threaded into
through pipes 117. As the result of high neutron densi- bore 125a in supporting member 123. A compression
ties and heat developed during the operation of the gasket or sealing ring 136 of lead, for example, is
chain reaction in tank 101 some Of the deuterium oxide 20 then provided between efernents 123 and 131 SO Mat
wilf decompose into D2 and Oz These uncombined as the latter-mentioned elements are” screw-threaded to-
gases will collect at the top of tank 101. In order to gether, gasket 136 is compressed thereby forming an
remove such uncombined gases, recombine and recon.
dense them without explosive effect, a gas circulating

airtight seal between supporting rod 123 ibd shank 131.
The neutron chain reaction may be prevented merely

system of any well-known type (not shown) may be used 25 by immersing into the heavy water one or more rods,
for circulating the helium together with the uncom- such as hollow rods 111 and 112 (Fig. 25 and Fig. 29)
bined gases into a recombine of any well-known type 4 inches in diameter, containing a MGinch Iayerof cad-
(not shown) such as a hot grid or platinum-charcoal mium “s.and.wichedbetween aluminum walls, and pivot-
catalyst, or both, for effecting recombination of the ally supported by the cover plate 108. Rod 111, for
Dz and 02 into heavy water, and for returning the 30 example, may be operated as a control or ret3~ating
condensed D20 into tamk 101. Helium may be cir- rod, being immersed to greater or less extent in the
culated, for example, at the rate of 3 cubic feet per body of heavy w_ater, as desired. Rod .11.2 may be
minute. A suitable ratio of D2 to helium may be 1 considered as a safety rod which normally is held out
to 150 although other dilutions may be used instead. of contact with the body of heavy water in tank 101

Space 109 also carries DK) inlet pipe 10la by which 35 and is immersed into the heavy water only for emergency
D20 can be supplied to the top of reactor tank 101.
Outlet pipe 10lb is positioned at the bottom of tank

purposes, that is, when control rod 111 per se, is insuf-
ficient for immediate stoppage of the chain .reactimt.

101. If desired, the D@ can be circulated .tirough Rod 11.1 may be pivotally mounted and rigidly secured
external heat exchangers through pipes 10la and 10lb to a shaft 113, extending through the tank 101 through
to cool the moderator and thereby cool rods 102. 40 sealed bearings 140. A method of automatic control is

Immediately below coverplate 108 there is provided to make rotation of shaft 113 responsive to the neutron
a cadmium sheet 118 to act as a shield for minimizing density at a peripheral _pgrQon of. ~flector 104, for ex-
the escape of slow neutrons. Immediately below ample, as indicate-d by ionization cfwrnbers such w cham-
cadmium sheet 118 there is provided an aluminum sheet ber 141 h.av.ing suitable amplifiers (not_ shown) so as
19 which is useful primarily to prevent electrolytic ac- to be effective to control the neutron density of the
tion between otherwiw dissimilar metals (cadmium and 45 reactor and keep it substantially constant. Such means
aluminum) in the interior of tank 101. of automatic control, however, forms no part of the pres-

Shield 109a is supported by two pairs of crossed I ent invention since manual_ control may be used and the
beams 120 and 121. Both pairs of I beams have their response of ionization chamber 141 may be observed in
extremities supported by the concrete shield 105. order to monitor reactor power when operating.

Refernng to Fig. 26 numeral 102 denotes one of 5~ In utilizing the output of the reactor, well 109b plays
the composite uranium cxxttaining rods that is suspended an important role. It extends through the center of the
in the deuterium oxide moderator as shown in Fig. 25.
Rod 102 comprises a cy!indrictd rod of uranium or

reactor where the highest neutron density exists, and
intense neutron bombardment of materials inserted into

uranium containing material 122 6 feet long that is this well will take place, even at relatively low reactor
screw-threaded into a supporting rod 123 of nonfis- 6L5powers.
sionable material such as, for example, aluminum. A
thin tubing of aluminum 124 is drawn on to the outer

Frgm the above description it will be seen that U-D20
reactors are, in general, smaller than U-graphite reactors.

surface of uranium rod 122 and supporting rod 123
by my well-known drawing process by screwing on an

This means that both the neutron leakage and the cen-
tral neutron density are higher than in U-graphite re-

attachment 137 (see Fig. 28) that is subsequently re- do
moved. Thereafter, the joints formed at the top of

actors for a given total power output. Such a reactor
as just described has been operated continuously at 250

supporting member 123 and at the bottom of rod 122 kilowatts when filled to ‘higher “levels and properly
are welded so as to form an airtight seal in tubing 124,
thus protecting the uranium rod 122 from the effects

shimmed by shim rod 150 to compensate for operational
poisoning, later discussed.

of the DaO. A narrow longitudinal groove 122a is 65
provided between the connected elements 122-123 and NEUTRONIC REACTORS WITH OTHER
tubing 124. An axial groove 125 and communicat- MODl?RATORS”
ing radial groove 125a are provided at the top of sup-
porting rod 123 that communicates with space 122a While we have illustrated our invention as including
thereby making it possible to evacuate the air space 70 moderators of graphite and D20, other moderators can
and thereby test for possible leaks in the top and bot- also be used. Beryllium, for example, either as metal
tom welded joints in tubing 124 by noting the pressure or oxide, can also be used. When Be or BeO is used.
change interiorly of the air space after a predetermined the constructional details can be substantially as de-
evmuation. scribed, for example, for the uranium-graphite reactor.

A ball valve 126 is provided to seal the spade 122u 75 using the moderator in the form of bricks.
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The following table sets forth constants for represcnt- Iimits of error of thff type of measurement. However,

ative beryllium-uranium reactors, as presently known. if structures are built well within the fimit.s of the curves
W METALDENSITY 1.S5OMJCM?

u Sphers uROd U 8tab

Radlusof uranium?kfss..- 5.0en ----------- 3.5 em------------- 1.5~. (tbic-).
Criticntc lander.-. .__...- 16SX209.1cm.. . . 165.7X204.9 cm-.-l- 79X343.8 em.

6Amount e---------------- 51.5tons-------- 4S.9tOns---------- 63.7tons.
Amount U. . ..-. -... -_ . . ..- 43.9ton%------- 47,3tons. -------- 69.2tan%
K mmmt ------------------ l.006s-------- 1.0932------------- 1.0s42.

I% OXIDE DENSITY 2 fJMS./CM.i

Rsriiusof uraniumbodies.-. 3.0 em----------- 1.5cm... _..... _-
Crttir=dc Under-.--- . . . . . . 194.2X358em...- 199.3x3saem------

ZAmount eO.. .-__. . . . . . . 134tOns--------- 145ton.$..- . . . . . . .
Amount U (tons)-.- . . . . . ..- 40.4------------- 35.s---------------
K--------------------------- 1.0670----------- l.06zs-------------

With an efficient reflector, critical amounts of Be and
U can be reduced a few per cent.

Sphere and rod geometry as shown herein can be used
with light water to give K factors around unity even
with natural uranium. For example, a K constant of
slightly over 1 has been obtained by the use of uranium
rods of 1.5 centimeters diameter placed parallel in light
water with a volume ratio of water to U metal of 1.65.
Diphenyl can also be used as a moderator and closely
rexmbles light water giving a gain of from .2 to .4 per
cent in K. Whh either, a slight enrichment of the
uranium with one of the fissionable isotopes such as, for
example Uzss, Uzss, 94~g will provide a K sufficiently
greater than unity, to enable the construction of operat-
ing reactors.

However, the water or diphenyl lattice can also be
used as part of a reactor, with for example a seed, or
portion having a higher K, in the center of the reactor
so that the average K will be sufficiently above unity
to provide a reactor of practical size. A heavy water
lattice, for example, can be made to provide the higher
K factor for the center of the composite device and the
average K, and hence the critical size computed as set
forth elsewhere herein. Water lattices are also useful
as reflectors around other reactors, and as neutron repro-
duction takes place therein, they are very efficient.

REDUCTION OF LOSSES DUE TO RESONANCE
CAPTURE

Having described several specific embodiments of oper-
ative reactors, limit curves for theoretically pure natural
uranium metal spheres and rods and oxide spheres and
rods will next be described as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6, respectively, when used in various moderators.

The shapes and extents of the curves are based on the
fact that K is proportional to the product of three factors:
P,/ ~d c where P is the probability of a fast fission neutron
escaping resonance capture and becoming a thermal neu-
tron; f is the fraction of the thermal neutrons absorbed
by uranium (both by simple capture and to produce fis-
sion) rather than by the carbon; and c is the factor by
which the nwber of neutrons is increased because of the
additional neutrons due to fission produced by the fast
fission neutrons before leaving the lump of uranium.
Each of these factors may be computed separately by
methods known to physicists, using experimentally de-
termined constants appropriate to these phenomena. The
proportionality factor required to obtain the values of K
for these curves from the product of these three factors
however has been determined from the measured values
of K in certain actuaI measurements of lattice arrange-
ments, such as, for example, the results obtained by the
measurement of pile structures too small to support a self-
sustaining chain reaction, as set forth herein and in the
Fermi application referred to previously, together with
results obtained by measurements made in operating re-
actors. The K values are therefore accurate within the
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shown, using materials giving favorable danger sums and -
the proper criticrd sizes, a self-sustaining chain reacting
system will result.

Though K contour lines for natural uranium metaf
spheres, uranium oxide (U03) spheres, U metal and
UOZ cylindrical rods only have been shown for graphite
moderators and U metal rods for a heavy water modera- ‘
tor, it is to be realized that similar curves can be made
for other geometric~ shapes of the uranium bodies and
for other uranium compounds with proper allowance
for the nature of the compound, the uranium content,
bulk density and neutron absorption of the moderator.

The highest values for the reproduction factor K are
obtained where both the neutron resonance absorption
in the uranium and the neutron absorption in the modera-
tor are about equal. As the uranium bodies are enlarged,
for any given volume ratio, surface resonance absorption
will decrease but moderator absorption will increase. The
increase in moderator absorption in this case is due to
the fact that the larger the uranium bodies are, for any
given volume ratio, the greater will be the distance be-
tween the bodies. The neutrons reduced to thermal
energies will then have to diffuse in the moderator over
a longer path, thus increasing the probability of capture
by the moderator before entering the uranium. Likewise,
aa the size of the uranium bodies is decreased, uranium
resonance absorption increases, and in fact, increases
faster than the decrease of moderator absorption. 420n-
sequently, with all other factors remaining constant, as
the size of the uranium bodies and the ratio of the
volumes of graphite to uranium depart from the optimum,
the reproduction constant K will decrease in value.

In Fig. 2 contour lines have been plotted for theoreti-
cally pure spherical uranium metaf of density at Ieaat
about 18 gms./cm.s, imbedded in graphite. In Fig. 4 -
contour lines have been plotted for spherical lumps of
UOZ of density 6 gms./cm.s imbedded in graphite. In
Figs. 3 and 5, K contour lines have been plotted for cy- .
lindrical rods of metallic uranium, and rods of uranium
oxide (U03) of density 6 gms./cm.3, respectively, extend-
ing through the reactor. Along the ordinates of the
graphs are plotted the radii of the spheres or rods. Along
the abscissae of Figs. 2 and 3 are plotted volume ratios
of graphite to uranium. Beneath the volume ratio nu-
merals of Fig. 2 are numerals in parentheses representing
the linear divisions of the graph in terms qf the cube
roots of the ratios of the total volume of the graphite
and the uranium to the volume of the uranium. These
parenthetical values represent the ratio of the radius of
the unit cell to that of the uranium body, both the unit
cell (carbon and uranium ) and the uranium being con-
sidered as spheres, The values not in parentheses give
the volume ratio of carbon to uranium for the cell and
for the structure, as the lattice is a mere repetition of
cells.

In Figs. 3 and 5 the unit ceU is expressed in cylindrical
terms, and along the abscissae are plotted volume ratios.
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In Fig. 5 the parenthetical numerals represent the ratio amount of D@ wiil be the smallest, as D20 is presently
of the radius of the unit cell (carbon and uranium) and more expensive than uranium. The curves clearly indi-
the uranium, both being consid~red as cylinders. cate that optimum K constants of about 1.3 cart be ob-

Referring first to Fig. 2, it cais be seen that if the radii tained with rods of about 2.25 to 2.5 centimeters radius
of ~~e metallic uranium spheres are less than about 0.3 6 immersed in D20 at volume ratios of from 40 to 80
centimeter, the value of the reproduction constant K is D20 to 1 uranium. The ability to obtain such high K
less than unity for all vofume ratios, so that for sphere factors by properly aggregating the uranium in D20,
sizes of natural uranium metal much less than this value together with the favorable ratio of scattering cross scc-
it would be impossible to build a self-sustaining chain tion to absorption cross section, and with M~ being con-
reacting system irrespective of the overall size of ~.e 10 siderably less than that of carbon, leads to an operating
structure. For spheres of greater size than 0.3 centl- reactor considerably smaller than can be obtained with
meter, it is possible to obtain values for the reproduction graphite or beryllium. In addition the range of volume
factor K greater than unity, providing the ratio between ratios at which K factors will be greater than unity is
graphite volume and the volume of the uranium is within very wide, and the upper limits of the curves are not
certain limits as shown on the graph. From a considers- 15 presently well-known. However, for optimum and near
tion of Fig. 3 it will be apparent that the limiting radius optimum geometries at the lower volume ratios the curves
may be somewhat smaller where the uranium metal shown are sufficiently accurate for use in designing prac-
aggregates are rod-like in shape and as shown, a K of tical D20 reactors, such as that described herein in detail.
unity may be secured when the radius of the rods is as It can be observed from Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 that for
low as about 0.25 centimeter. The ~nermost closed con- 20 a given size of the tiranivm lumps, either spheres or rods,
tour shown in Fig. 2 represents a value for the repro- the vakse of K will diminxsh from the rnaximu~, repro-
duction constant K of about 1.09. At approximately the senting optimum conditions, as the volume ratio either
center of this contour the highest possible reproduction increases or decreases. The same effect is produced by
factor K of about 1.10 would be found. This highest increasing or decreasing the size Of the uranium bodies
value is for optimum conditions with theoretically Pure 25 from that representing optimum conditions. It is evi-
spherical uranium lumps of about 2.75 centimeters in dent, therefore, that for every value of K there is a range
radius, and a volume ratio of about 54 carbon to 1
uranium. Similarly in Fig. 4 it will be seen that if the

of uranium body sizes and volume ratios which can be
seIected as desired. ~rorn the standpoint of economics,

radii of the uranium oxide spheres are I.ew than about the more costly material, when it is uranium, cah be saved
1.2 centimeters no chain reaction will take place. with 30 by selecting the uranium .~ody size and volume ratio at
any volume ratio or size. For oxide spheres of greater the most extreme righthan’tf position on the contour line
than 1.2 centimeters radius, K factors greater than ufiitY representing the K factor required for the syite-rn. This
are possible within wide limits of volume ratio, with the saving ‘in proportion of uranium may counterbalance in
optimum K of about 1.06 at the center of the innermost cost, the increased overall size required.
contour line obtained by using oxide spheres of about 35 On the other hand, if one desires to obtain the greatest
5.75 centimeters radius and a volume ratio of 18.7 carbon possible yield of 94~3Bor to reduce the amount of mod-
to 1 uranium. erator when D20 is used, rather than reduce the inhiai

As shown in Fig. 5, the minimum oxide rod radius
for K greater than unity is about .75 centimeter. The

cost of the uranium, one should select a point near the
lefthand extreme .of @e.cont~ur jp question, and further-

optimum K factor of over 1.04 is obtained within the 40 more should choose. the lowest v~gs of $ consistent with
innermost contour at around 3.75 centimeters radius, qnd purity of available materials and limjtatlons on the”over-
with a volume ratio of about 17.5 carbon to 1 uranium. all size of the structure.. The geometry of the system
It will thus be seen that while rod geometry gives some- desired, therefore, can be w.lected in accordance wiih the
what smaller values of K than sphere geometry, the neu- desired balance of economic and engineering factors.
tron saving due to aggregation is still Iarge enough to 45 The curves shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 have only been
provide a self-sustaining chain reaction in a system of carried upwardly to 4 centimeters spheres of metal, 6 centi-
practical size even when uranium oxide is used. meters spheres of oxide, 2-cetitirneters for U metal ~ods,

While the optimum conditions are found in a system and 6 centimeters radius for oxide rods. It is only in
of lumped uranium and graphite when uranium metal the regions shown that economical structures can be built
spheres are used, it will be obvious that in rnanY cases 50 with natuiaI uranium because the proportion of uranium
other shapes of uranium bodies, such as rods wilI be required for the same reproduction factor becomes in-
preferable. For example, if 94zsg and various fission ordinately large as the size of. the lumps increases, and
products are tp be recovered from the uranium after cooling difficulties are introduced by using ~arge uranium
operation, any large numbers of spheres or short cylin- bodies. However, even us@g much larger bodies of
ders are not easily removed without tearing down the re- 55 uranium than those set forth in the curves, the chain
actor. The metal or oxide bodies from the removable reaction wii! take place with K greater than unity within
stringers described as extending through the reactor can the areas enclosed by extrapolations of the curves as
be removed, but such procedure will only remove a srnaii shown, in systems above critical si.~. We do _not, there-
portion of the total material. Rods, or rods made Up of fore, desire to be limited to the preferred region shown
short slugs in end to end relation, however, are ~asilY 60 on the curves where only conditions surrounding and in-
removed, leaving the moderator undisturbed, as wdl be
shown later.

eluding the optimum are set forth.
It is obvious, from the description given above, that

Rod geometry also assumes practical importance when aggregation of the uranium, also mak~s. it possible to
reactors of large power output are buih, as “rods lend increase K .vahres obtained when natural uranium is en-
themselves readily to incorporation in fluid. heat absorb- 65 rich.ed by addition thereto of-fissionable rnatefia[ such as
ing systems, as will be taken up in conjunction with lJ~33, UZ3S,or 94239. Enrichment and the use of .rnore
methods of cooling the reactors. efficient slowing media provide a greater number of

K curves for uranium metal rods in a D20 rnoderqtor neutrons per cycle, and thus increase K over the values
hive also been made and are shown in Fig. 6, where the obtained for give”n geometries and volume ratios using
ordinates are given as rod radii and the absciisae as vo]- TO p~atiral u~gium and graphite. me incr~_a:~dK constants
ume ratios of D20 to U. It will be noted that the curyes prgvided by aggregation” i.n these’ instances, permit the
resemble me graphite curves, except that K constants are overall sizei for the systems to be reduced. The “shape
higher and only the lower volume rNi.Os.are .sflo.w% qf the cgryes shown in ,Rgs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will not be
These are the voiume ratios where the .amou!t.of elern?pt ~Satly cha~~~d””bythe”irti’of”enriched uiankim, but wi!i
94 produced will bC the greatest and where the relat@e 75 rn?refy ta~eon ~ .hitier.valu~ O!,$ in .accord.~:ce with
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the neutrons gained for the chain by the enrichment,
The K= 1 curve will then be outside of the curves shown,
indicating that enrichment, for example, widens the limits
of the volume ratios within which the chain reaction can
be sustained, but does not eliminate the need for aggre-
gation of the uranium if maximum K constants are to be
obtained.

The curves just described take into account resonance
and moderator losses only. To find a true K constant for
presently available materials, impurity losses must be
taken into account.

REDUCTION OF NEUTRON LOSSES DUE TO
IMPURITIES IN THE MATERIALS

Uranium and its compounds can be produced in a con-
dition substantially free from neutron absorbing imptrri-
ties within the requirements of neutronic reactor opera-
tion with various moderators. A composition that is sub-
stantially free from neutron absorbing impurities may be
said to have a high neutronic purity. It should be noted
that neutronic purity has no necessary connection wh.t-
ever with chemical purity, i. e., a composition having high
neutronic purity is one which is substantially free from
particular elements having a high danger sum. Such a
composition may be far from chemically pure in that
it may contain many foreign elements having low danger

For example, substantial amounts of oxygen,
~~~ne, carbon, or beryllium and many others, all of
which have low danger coefficients may be present as im-
purities, and yet the composition still may have high
neutronic purity.

In a well-known Process of producing uranium oxide
from pitch-blende ore, the last step may be a hydrochloric
acid leach. This ordinarily produces an almost chenti-
CSIIYpure (better than 99.5 per cent uranium oxide) but
not a neutronically pure uranium composition, as many
elements having exceedingly high neutron capture cross
sections may still be present in amounts on the order of
parts per million. The raw material that is treated as
herein described is material which is neither chemically or
neutronically pure, but is ordinarily the end product ofa
uranium recovery process from uranium ore.

Uranium compositions of high neutronic purity, i. e.
those having a danger sum in K units of leas than .3
and preferably less than 0.01, are suited for use in neu-
tronic reactors, Such compositions can be produced by
various purification procedures.

One illustrative procedure involves the steps of form-
ing an ether solution of uranyl nitrate, washing the im-
purities from the solution with small volumes of water
and thereafter recovering the purified uranyl nitrate from
which uranium metal or other uranium compositions suit-
able for use in the neutronic reactor may be prepared.

Neutro.nically impure uranium oxide may be reacted
with nitric acid to obtain a solution containing uranyl
nitrate with soluble and insoluble foreign matter. This
composition is filtered to obtain a solution of uranyl
nitrate md .wluble impurities. The solution is heated to
lmi!ing to convert the uranyl nitrate to uranyl nitrate
hexahydrate, and the water evaporated to obtain a com-
position consisting essentially of uranyl nitrate hexahy-
drat.e and impurities. This composition is then treated
with ether to form a solution thereof and the ether soht-
tioo so obtained is extracted or washed with relatively
small quantities of water. In such an extraction pro-
cedure the impurities having high neutron absorptive
capacity or neutron capture cross section are more readily
di.wived in the water than in the ether. Although the
umriium compound is also more soluble in water than
in et!te.r, the loss of uranium is kept very low by two
expedients, namely, by using a quantity of water to ex-
tract the impurities small in relation to the amount of
ether solution, as fm example, from one-half to 5 per
cent water by volume; and by using as extraction por-
tions water already saturated with uranyl nitrate. The
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termwater extraction as used broadly herein includes the
water so[utiona of uranyl nitrate.

As a result of extraction of the ether aol@tm by SUC. —–
cessive water portions, a new composition can be pre
duced from the remaining uranyl nitrate having extremely
high neutronic purity, although not necessarily of high
chemical purity. The remaining puritied urany! nitrate
can be recovered in two ways, by evaporation of the
ether or by extraction of the uranyl nitrate from the ether
solution by pure or substantially pure water which is
substantially free from impurities having a high danger
sum. The purified uranyl nitrate may then be converted
to other uranium compositions suitable for use in a
neutronic reactor.

In the large scale production of uranium compositions,
it has been found that neutronicrdly pure uranium com-
positions can be prepared from neutronically impure
uranium oxide, for example, by conversion of the oxide -
to uranyl nitrate hexahydrate, dissolving the uranyl rd.
trate once in ether, and making several water extractions
of the ether solution to remove impurities and then
making a water extraction of the ether solution to re-
move the bulk of the puritied uranyl nitrate, or by obtain-
ing the uranium by evaporation of the ether. In such
production, generally only one ether solution is required
while the number of water extractions may be varied to
suit the amount of purification required by the impure
oxide. The final water extraction is of substantially pure
water to remove the bulk of the uranyl nitrate from
the ether. The uranyl nitrate may then be converted to
U30E, UOZ, the tetra or hexatluoride, or to the metal or
carbide.

As a preferred method applied for large scale opera-
tions, the purification may consist essentially of dissolv-
ing the uranium oxide in nitric acid, filtering to remove
the insoluble residue, and evaporating the solution in
order to crystallize the uranyl nitrate hexahydrate. These —.
crystals are then dissolved in ether to form a saturated
soIution and the impurities extracted therefrom by per-
mitting several batches of small amounts of saturated
aqeuous solutions of uranyl nitrate to settle through the
ether solution. Following this purification sufficient water
of high purity, preferably distilled water, to dissolve the
bulk of the purified uranyl nitrate out of the ether solu-
tion is added, so as to extract the greater part of the
p~itled uranyl nitrate from the ether. The amount of
water required for this purpose is large in comparison to
the relatively small portions used for washing and fre-
quently the volume of water exceeds or at least is equal
to the volume of ether solution. The ether is then ready
for the next charge of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate. The
aqueous solution of purified uranyl nitrate is evaporated
and the nitrate calcined to the oxide, the nitrous oxide
fumes evolved being recovered by appropriate recovery
means. In this manner it is not necessary to evaporate the
ether to obtain the purified uranyl nitrate.

The efficiency of the ether solution and water extrac-
tion process has been shown M a practical manner by
applying the process to the treatment of crude uranium
oxide derived from ores from three widely geographical
sources, namely, Canada, Colorado, and the Eelgian
Congo. These oxides originally obviously contain widely
different impurities. After being subjected to the ether
solution process the resultant products We neutronically
indistinguishable from each other, and are alf of such
I@ neutronic purity so that they can be “irsed in a @s-
ustaining chain neutron reacting system.

The oxide produced by cakining the puriikd urrmyl
nitrate according to the process described above is
ordinarily UOS. This may be reduced to UOS by heat-
ing in a furnace in an atmosphere of hydrogen.

The U@ so produced is sufficiently pure neutronically
to be used directly in a self-sustaining neutron reacting
system in spite of its high oxygen content. However, the
use of such oxide has certain disadvantages in that the
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-. @p@ye tlmttf!!@ ~odty is below that of metal. For

example, when neutronically pure UOZ is used in a
neutrort reacting system the critical aim ia larger than for
metal, necessitating the use Of larger quarttities of
uranium and moderator than would be necessary in a
neutronic reactor utiliziig uranium metal.

It ia therefore advantageous to be able to convert the
uranium oxide resulting from the purification procedure
of the prment invention, to massive metal in order that
the size of the reactor be reduced, and that the reactor
be capable of operating at higher temperatures, as U02
forms USODwhen heated, and U30E is not as efficient as
U03. Uranium carbide, uranium tetrafluoride and
uranium hexsfluonde will also support a chain reaction
when cmmbined with the proper moderator and “with ap-
propriate consideration for the changes its bulk density.

It has been found that a convenient method of obtrdn-
ing neutronically pure metal is by treating the neutrorti-
cally pure uranium oxide (UOZ) with fluorine to con-
vert the oxide to uranium tetratluoride, without introduc-
ing additional impurities other than fluorine. This
uranium tetrafiuoride, a solid, may then be mixed with
finely divided magnesium and placed in a calcium oxide-
lined iron bomb where it is subjected to heat. The
magnesium reduces the uranium tetrafluoride to uranium
metal during an exothermic reaction. This metal col-
lects at the bottom of the bomb, and acquires only
neutronically negligible amounts of the magnesium, cal-
cium and oxygen and iron necessarily present during the
reaction. Massive biUets of neutronically pure uranium
can be obtained weighing from 10 to 200 pounds, and
these ballets can be recast as desired.

In practice it has been found best to recast the massive
uranium metal obtained from magnesium reduction, in

.—. vrphite cwcib~gs & @e ak%nqe of @r. By this recasting
a stall more complete separation of the uranium metal
from any acquired volatile impurities is obtained, as the
volatiles boil off during the recasting process. The
uranium is thus produced in massive form suitable for
use in a chain reacting system, and can be machined or
otherwise worked into rods, tubes or other forms that
may be desired. By @is procedure whatever small
quantities of impurities are permanently introduced into
the bodies during conversion to metal, are materials hav-
ing relatively low neutron capture cross &ctions and ac-
cordingly are only those causing a minimum of difficulty
in the neutron reacting system.

In order to determine the efficiency of the punf ying
process and to determj_ne w_he_tiera sufficient number
of water extractions of the ether solution have been made,
it is desirable to have a practical means of determining
the neutronic purity of the resulting composition. The
me.@_odof chemical analysis for various neutron absorb-
ing elements remaining in @e product oti.er than the H, N,
and O of the solution, in combination with calculation
of the K reduction by the use of the danger coefficients
described above for the elements found, can be used,
but has practical limitations which make it inconvenient
and tedious, as uranium is extremely active chemically
and contains many elements in various forms.

The exponential pile descri~d above is o.~e of the
best wayi to teit iranium compositions _ti terms of
purity. Using the same geometry in the exponential
pile and tie same moderator,. 0$ another rn.derator @g
characteristics of which are known, the uranium com-
positions can .&_ sg~~ted one f~r .au.other and the
efficiency fiereof deterrnim.e.ddirectly in terms of K.
Such a teat is particularly valuable tier a uranium com-

-. poattion haa been determined by simpler prwdu.res to be
suitable for use in a neutronic reactor. .This test also
gives the effect of decreased uranium density when
uranium compositions are used.

A some_w_hatqmpler test for neu_rgnic purity is a so
called shotgun test. In this test a thin neutron detector,
c. g., ● pi= of iridium foil placed near a neutron source
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inside a block of paraflin, is made radioactive by an
amohrtt proportional to the density of thermal neutrons
absorbed thereby. Thk radioactivity can be measured.
A neutron absorbing pellet, such as a standard amount
of boron, placed close to the detector foil, decreases the
thermal neutron density in the neighborhood of the foil
and lowers the induced radioactivityy of the detector foil.
By replacing the standard boron absorbing pellet, with
a corresponding pellet containing the impurities removed
from a known amount of uranium composition to be
tested by a super-extraction procedure, and again measur-
ing the radioactivity of the neutron detector, a direct com-
parison is obtained between the absorption caused by the
unknown composition and the standard boron absorber.
From this comparison the danger sum of the impurities
in the uranium composition can be calculated in terms of
boron equivalent. From the danger coefficient of boron
the K reduction can be calculated.

In order to use the shotgun test so as to determine
the efficiency of the ether purification’ process, a prac-
tical procedure is to take a representative sample of mate-
rial having, for example, 10 kilograms of uranium content
after normal either-water purification. The sarnplc is
submitted to an additional extremely exhaustive ether
solution purification on a laboratory scaIe. In tlis way,
practically all of the impurities left in the uranium com-
position to be tested can be removed and incorporated
into the pellet to be tested.

The results of the shot gun test arc usually reported
as per cent absorption which is equal to

Absorption of impurities in pellet expressed
in equivalent milligrams of boron

Absorption of 10 kilograms of uranium
expressed in equivalent milligrams of boron

( 14)
The absorption of 10 kilograms of uranium in terms of
boron can be readily calculated from the danger co-
efficients given above as equal to 4,560 milligrams of
boron. Thus, by measuring the absorption by impurities
in the pellet, and expressing the results in terms of equi-
valent boron absorption, a close approximation of the
decrease in K for the impurities found can be computed.

Therefore, as a C1OSCapproximation, absorption ratio
from shot gun test= change in K.

Following are exhaustive analyses of residual impurities
in metallic uranibm produced and tested by the above
outlined procedure, starting with U@ neutronically puri-
fied by the ab,ove-described process, for impurities having
higher abso@on cross sections.

ImpurSty ii%%,
Park&m %%%

(Knnita)

Ag. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . <1
E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

<o.OotSM
Ca...--. .- . . . . . ..-. ..--. -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l%g?J <o.00107s

o.Ooooro
Cd.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o.CQOS77
cl-------------------------------------------
co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

<: <o.0cos40
. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .

cu . ..._-.-..
0.000376

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ...4 3.6
Fe.-. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . KJ Nlli$3
H-- . . . . . . .. . ..-...-.. -.._... -. . . . . . . ...*.e al o.rNMOOD
Mg. .. . . ..--. --. ... . . ..-... --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..#
Ma-.. . . . . . . .

<o.00@mS
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..

;*:: -.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
<<G <0.Ogl.?ul
<s0 <$ ~g

Ni..::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::n:::::: 0%
al.---- . . . . . . . . . -----

o:OuoooS
. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 3s 0.lWo40

Total... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.Oos.e.Ooss

This result shows .@at when prcyw precautions are
taken to avoid contamination of geufrogically pure uratti-
um oxide by iritrodiiction of neutron absorbing ma_@
rials during conversio_qto metal, tie neutronic advantages
of tie ori@nal e@er solution _pufication process @u
carried over iiito the uragiurn metal. & a result of ob-
taining Buch high neutronic pufity of urrqisyo metal,
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combined with the reduction of resonance losses by ag-
gregation of the uranium and by using suitable modera-
tors, it has been possible to construct neutronic chain
reacting systems of practical size.

From the above discussion it will be seen that the ex-
treme importance of certain “dangerous” impurities in
uranium compositions has been recognized and con-
trolled by proper purification of raw materials and care
to avoid contamination during manufacture. These
precautions have led to final products of an unusual
degree of overall purity.

However, on a weight basis, for example, roughly ten
times as much moderator as uranium is used in neutrordc
reactors such as the uranium-graphite reactor (with re-
flector), for example. Consequently, the relative effect
of the impurities is increased by approximately this weight-
ing factor. The following table gives the resultof an
analysis of one batch of graphite for the most important
impurities therein, the danger coetlicients being weighted
by the factor of 10.

Material

- kkkk
DSUSWOUSA~y ‘Dww
Impurity ~+~. & ~ K%~?e

. . . . . . ..- 0.8s sl, m .0118
v... -.... - 64

~hib.---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y+ . . . . g z :$%
. . . . . . . . 16 .0007

O&. . . . ..- S07 6 .0010

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0176

t3raphite for use in neutronic reactom is produced by
impregnating calcined petroleum coke moth pitch and
then graphitizktg under heat. Several pitch impregna-
tions may be made to ktcreaae density of the graphite.
However, as petroleum coke and pitch are not readily
subject to chemical purification, it is important that such
raw materfals be chosen with great care as to their im-
purity content, particularly as to boron and vanadium.
The impurfty reduction in K for graphite can be limited
to from .01 to .01S by careful selection of the raw mate-
rials entering into the manufacture of graphite for use hs
neutronic reactors.

lmpurftiea h DsO are easier to control. DsO is pro-
duced in quantity with a purity of about 99.8 oer cent,
the main impurity being light water. This small amount
of light water doea not affect the efficiency of moderation
and with some small chamtses in geometry of the lattice,
95 per cent DsO, 5 per cent HsO can be used satisfac-
torily. However, the main effort in manufacturing ~0
is h the early states of concentration, and no si~itlcant
saving in cost can be made by stopping at 95 per cent
PU~W with respect to HaO. Other imwrities in M
are small to start with and are relatively unimportant.
They come mostly from crmtainers in which the D-Xl is
handled. and with care such contamination is minimized.
Contamination during use due to corrosion of tank walls,
uranium rod sheaths, etc.. can be removed by distifla-
tfon of the DsO if it is found that such impurities are
impairim? the ooeradon of the reactor. Be and BeO am
susceptible to chemical purification.

In any moderator, neutron bombardment durfng use
in a reactor tends to purify the moderator. For example.
boron, an element havhrg a high capture cross section is
converted to lithium bv neutron capture and subsequent
alpha emisafon, and ?ithium has a much smaller cabture
cross section than boron. In DsO. light water contami-
nation is reduced by convwsion of the light water to
heavy water by neutron capture. Tftus moderators im-
prove with use, if not m-contaminated.

The introduction of lossesdue to neutron absorbing
mater-irds formed in the. WIM@rn during Ooeratkm at
high neutron densities will be later diacuamd.
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EFF13CT OF ACX)0LIN(3~~IN ANEU- .

TRONIC REACTOR

Reactors conductively cooled by dissipation of the heat
of the reaction through the exterior of the structures ean
only be operated at low powem continuously or at high
powers for short periods, for otherwise heat will accu-
mulate in the reactor. In some instances continuous op-
eration at high power outputs is desirable. Under these
circumatanccs, a coolant can be circulated through the
reactor provided proper precautions are taken to main-
tain the proper neutronic conditions therein.

The sources of heat generator in a uranium-~pti~ ~
reactor, for example, can be summarized as follows, all
figures being approximate:

1. SUMMARYBY TYPE

Im&o;/Parmnt

&mma RadMfon..
Beta Radtratlon.. ‘----------”------”-----”---

Sa 11
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In DzO reactors, the operating sizes are smaller and
exterior neutron losses are Iarger. Consequently, more
heat is developed outside the reactor. At first glance, it
might appear obvious to circulate a cooling fluid through
a neutronic reactor to remove heat therefrom. However,
it must be kept in mind that the coolant itself, with few
exceptions, will be a neutron absorber, and that tubes or
pipes, if used for coolant direction in the active portion
of the reactor, will also be neutron absorbing.

The coolant and tubes, if used, can be passed through
the reactor in heat exchange relation to the moderator, to
the uranium bodies, or to both. A number of methods of
cooling are available. One of the simplest is to run alumin-
um tubes through the moderator and then pass water
through the tubes. However, most of the heat generated
by the reaction is released in the uranium, and as most
moderators are relatively poor heat conductors, cooling
the moderator alone, for example, is limited to reactors
operating around 1000 kw. For higher power reactors,
cooling of the uranium directly may be desirable.

However, uranium is chemically very active, and it is
usually desirable to protect the uranium itself from direct
contact with the cooling medium. The uranium may need
to be protected from chemical reaction with the coolant,
and fission fragments from nuclear fissions originating on
or near the surfaces of the uranium bodi~ should, b most
cases, be kept from entering the coolant stream, as @eee
fragments are highly radioactive, If the fission frag-
ments should be allowed unrestrained entranti to the
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coolant, every part of the cooling system exteriorly of
the reactor would have to be heavily shielded for@-
tection of opek-sting personnel, and circulating machinery
and piping might become inaccessible for repair for long
periods of time after reactor shut down.

Air has been used to cool a uranium~graphhe reactor
operating continuously up to 3000 kw. with a construc-
tion as shown in Figs. 31 to 36 inclusive. Such a re-
actor will next be described.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE GAS-COOLED NEUTRONIC
REACTOR

One such structure broadly comprises a mass of graph-
ite blocks 209 closely piled or stacked into a cube 210
shown in Figs. 31 and 32. This structure is more fufly
described and claimed in our copending application, Se-
rial No. 596,465, filed May 29, 1945. This graphite cube
may be, for example, 24 to 26 feet on a side and rest .on
a concrete foundation 211. The graphite cube 210. is
pierced with horizontal air channels 212 of square cross-
section, with one of the diagonals vertical, as shown in
Fig. 36. The channels may be readily made by grooving
adjacent. blocks. The channels are 1.75 inches on a side
and extend completely through the reactor, from an inlet
face 214 to an outlet face 215. About 2000 channels
may be provided, and as will be later brought out, any
unused channels can be plugged. Only a few of tie
channels are shown in the drawing for sake of clarity.

Adjacent the inlet face 214 of the cube, the foundation
is continued downwardly to form the floor of an inlet
air duct 216 extending outwardly. The inlet air duct
216 is completed by concrete side walls and top 219.

At some distance away from the graphite cube 210
the inlet duct is turned upwardly to terminate in an air
fiIter 220, relatively close to the surface of the ground.
A fan or blower 221, here illustrated as electrically
driven, is instalIed on the floor of the inlet duct just
below the air filter, access to tbe fan being conveniently
obtained through duct door 222, behind tbe fan.

The concrete top 219 of the inlet air duct is continued
upwardly as inlet shield 224 positioned parallel to but
spaced away from inlet face 214 of the cube 210 to
form an inlet chamber 22S communicating with the air
channels 212.

Above the inlet chamber 225 and the cube 210 tie
concrete is continued horizontally to form a top shield
226, and side shields 228 are built. up from the founda-
tion 211 to enclose cube 210. Shie!ds 226 and 228
closely approach the top and side faces of the cube, to
minimize air flow around the outside of the cube. A
small amount of air circulation, however, may be desir-
able over the top and side faces to cool these faces.

At the outlet face 215, an outlet end shield 230 of
concrete is provided. End shield 230 is parallel to and
spaced from the outlet face 215 of the graphite cube to
form an outlet chamber 231 communicating above with
the base 232 of a stack 234, projecting upwardly and
formed as a continuation of the concrete top, side, and
outlet end shields. Thus, the cube 210 k completely
enclosed by concrete shields, with a duct system operat-
ing by virtue of pressure provided by fan 221 to conduct
air from close to ground level tltrough channels 21Z into
the stack and then into the atmosphere well above ground
level at the top of the stack. The cmcrete shields may
be from five to twenty feet thick in acco.rdartce with
the maximum desired operating power of the reactor, and
sewe as shields to reduce escape of neutrons and gamma
radiation.

As a neutronic reaction will take place when ‘uranium
bodies are properly spaced in a moderator rnais of “a
certain finite size, the abovedescribed device can “lie
made chain reacting by placing uranium bodies in the
horizontal channels in such a manner and in such ittt
amount that a neutron reproduction ratio of slightly over
unity is obtained, exclusive of all ~tttron losses withirt
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the’reactor and frQm the exterior of the reactor. The
ne~tron activity is checked during loading, as has been
previously described for building other type reactors.

Using the graphite mass 210 as the rn~derator to slow
fast neutrons to energies where they again are able to
create fission in 92ssrI,the device as described will have a
reproduction ratio of unity when approximately 700 of
the channels 212 in the graphite cube are each loaded
with 68 aluminum jacketed uranium slugs 235 lying end
to end, with a channel spacing of ‘7 inches measured
center to center, and with the loaded channels roughly
defining a cylindrical active portion as indicated by line
A in Fig. 32. Both graphite and uranium should be of
highest possible purity. Presently obtainable materials
have impurities therein reducing K by “a total of about
.15 to .02 unit from the base K for pure materials and
specific geometry.

However, more than a unity reproduction ratio is
required, as when the reproduction ratio is exactly unity
no rise in neutron density will occur ss has been pre-
viously brought out. Under such conditions the device
will not develop high neutron densities or power in the
form of heat. By loading additional channels, i. e.,
making the active portion greater than critical size, how-
ever, the reproduction ratio within the reactor can be
brought above unity in order that a rise in density can
occur. Then this excess neutron reproduction can be
absorbed by neutron absorbing materials deliberately
inserted into the reactor in order to hold the reproduction
ratio at an average value of unity after a desired power
output has been Qbtairted, as a result of the initial rise
in density, i. e., by the control rod.

Consequently, in accordance with the amount of excess
reproduction ratio desired, about 1000 channels may be
loaded with uranium slugs. Most of the channels not
loaded with uranium may be closed by inserting plugs,
preferably of graphite, in such channels in order to con-
serve air. Some of the channels, however, in the pe-
ripheral portions of the cube may be left open for coding
of the graphite in those portions.

One preferred form of slug construction for rod geom-
etry is shown in Fig. 34. In this case, each uranium
metal slug 235 is 1.1 inches in diameter and 4 inches long
covered with an aluminw jacket approximately 20 roils
thick in good heat conductive relation to the uranium.
The slugs weigh about .2% pounds each.

In forming the slugs 235, the uranium portion 236 is
machined to size, cleaned in trisodium phosphate and
then washed in water. Aluminum or other non-tission-
able metal jacket cans 237 are provided having an inside
diameter somewhat larger than the uranium portion.
This can 237 with the uranium inside is then passed
through a sizing die of 1.134 inches diameter. This die,
being of smaller diameter @an, the 1.1 inch uranium
portion plus the two aluminum walls, draws the can in
tight thermal contact with the uranium.

A cup-shaped cap 238 is then placed base down inside
the projecting portion of the can 237 and is seam welded
to the can. The projecting portion is then cut off above
the seam weld 240 and the remaining projecting portion
incIuding the weld, spun over the adjacent end of the
slug. Thus, each ‘jacket completely encloses and seals
the uranium preventing air from .comoding the uranium
and also preventing fission fragments created by nuclear
fission at the surface of the uranium from enterhg the
air stream.

The channels are loaded with uranium until the active
portion is over critical size, for example, to a sb where
the reproduction ratio, with movable neutron absorbers
removed, is about 1.005. This geometry provides, with a
slug spacing of about seven inches, a volume ratio of
about 47 C to 1-U, and’ tlie residual- impurities, a K
constant” for the rod lattice of about 1.06. As the K
constant of 1.06 is reduced to a reprodtictio.n ratio of
1.005 by the reduction in size of the reactor from infinity
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to the operating size, the reproduction ratio of 1.005 the axis of slug positions in the air chmmels 212. Nor-
means that for every two hundred neutrons starting in really, during operation of the reactor, each aperture 245
each neutron generation about two hundred and one is closed by a removable lead plug 246 extending through
neutrons can be produced in the operating reactor over the shield 224 ordy.
and above all losses. Under these conditions and taking 5 When it is desired to load a channel with new slugs,
into account the fact that about one per cent of the the lead plug 246 for that channel alone is removed, and
neutrons of fission are delayed in their emission for a a charging tube 247 inserted, extending through the inlet
mean time of about 5 seconds the neutron density of the end shield 224, across the inlet chamber 225 and entering
reactor will double every 8 to 15 seconds. Whh some the corresponding air channel 212 as shown in Fig. 35.
part of the movable neutron absorbers inserted but with 10 The outer end of chqging tube 247 is provided with a
the insertion of less than the amount of neutron ab- flanged nipple 249 shaped to engage a nipple recess 250
sorbers required to make the reproduction ratio unity,
the rise is slower. When the movable neutron absorbers

of a plunger-operated loading mechanism indicated gen-
erally by numeral 2S1. It will be noted that the charging

are almost, but not entirely inserted to the critical posi- tuhe is smaller than the air channel 12 and that air can
tion, a single doubling of the neutron density may tie 13 pass through the channel being unloaded. me air should
several hours. When a desired density has been reached, circulate during unloading, although it may be at reduced
the reproduction ratio can be reduced to unity so that velocity. Slugs are forced into the air chamteks by ‘
the desired density is continuously maintained by the plunger 251a from loading mechanism 2S1, which, being
neutron absorption in the inserted neutron absorbing no part of the present invention, wiU not be dmcribed in
material. 20 detail.

As in other reactors described, the neutron absorbing The loading mechanism 251 is mounted on an elevator
material may be introduced into the reactor in the form platiorm 256 mounted to be raised and lowered in an ele-
of a control rod 241 as shown diagrammaticallyin Fig. 32. vator frame 257 capable of moving along the outside of
This control rod extends into the graphite cube, sliding inlet end shield 224 on elevator tracks 258 (Fig. 33).
in a channel therein and is operated from outside. of side 25 Base 2S9 of the elevator frame is provided with a plat-
shield 228 as by rack and pinion 242. The rod is made form 260 projecting outwardly on the same level as the
from, or incorporates thereitt, att etlicient neutron ab-
sorber such as cadmium or boron. Shim and safety rods

top of a supply car 261 traveling on supply car tracks 262.
Supply car 261 is used to bring a supply of slugs to the

241a and 241b are provided. elevator for use in the loading meehanism 251.
During operation heat is released in the reactor in ac- so In the initial loading of the graphite cube 210 when

cordrmce with the neutron density therein as shown in uniform loading is performed, loading is started with the
Fig. 24. Most of the heat arises from the kinetic energy more central air channels until 68 slugs have been placed
of the fission fragments and about 92 per cent of the
energy is released in the uranium. About 6 ~rcent is re-

in the guide tube 247 and connected channel. The load-
ing mechanism is then operated to push the slugs into the

leased in the graphite due to neutron absorption ~d the 33 channel until the outer end of the first shtg is at the outiet
slowing process therein and abwt 2 per cent escapes from face 215, leaving the outer end of the last slug about 16
the reactor in the form of neutrons and gamma rrdation. inches from the inlet face 214, leaving 16 inches of
Consequently, the reactor can only be operated at a power
dependent upon heat removal to the point where a stable

graphite for reflecting purposes.
Proceeding outwardly and preferably concentrically,

temperature obtains. Otherwise, the rezICtOr will accu- iO additional channels are loaded, ~nwhile ch~king the
mulate heat to the point that the device may be dam- neutrotdc activity of the reactor as previously described.
aged. This condition will be greatest in the center of the As the activity increases as the loading approaches a, crit-
reactor as the heat generated is greatest there. Since ical size, as previously explained, that is, the size where
aluminum melts at 658a C., stable temperatures below the reproduction ratio will be exactly unity, the approach
this va!ue should be used although with jackets of otier 43 to critical size can be predkled by extrapolation of ob
non-fissionable metals, such as beryllium, the stable tem- served neutron density values with resptxt to the volume
perature may be increased, although if the temperature of the cube loaded with uranium.
should rise too high the uranium bodies might be damaged As the critical size is approached, the eoritrol rod 241
even when using beryllium jackets, as uranium of the type is inserted d~ply into the reactor to prevent a se&ustain-
used in neutronic reactors melts at about 1100° C. W) ing chain reaction; and loading is continued until the de-

A stable temperature is obtained in the device by pass- sired maximum reproduction ratio of, for example, from
ing atmospheric air through the reactor, and in the sp 1.005 to 1.oo6 is attained. This ratio can be checked by
cific example shown and described, the air is passed removal of the control rod and measuring the time taken
through the graphite channels and directly in contact with by the reactor to double its neutron density. From this
the aluminum jackets of the slugs, so that the center of the 55 period, the reproduction ratio WI be mahe~ti~y ~m-

reactor is properly cooled. Under these circumstances puted,
the reactor can be operated continuously at 250 kilowatts When the desired number of channels are Ioaded the
electrica[ equivalent of heat by passing 32,000 cubic feet active core of the reactor may contain from 34 to 50 tons
per minute through the reactor with a maximum temper~ of uranium, and wiIl be ready for operation. Graphite
wre of the slugs of about 100” C., and at 500 kilowatts ~o Plugs for the unused air channels may he loaded in a mart-
continuously with about 50,000 cubic feet per minute of ner similar to mat described for the uranium shtgs.
air with a maximum metal temperature of 2005 C. These It ‘will be noted that on 4 sides of the graphite cube
heat maxima occur at the center of the reactor loaded as excess graphite will be present. On the fifth side, i. e., at
described, and total power output is determined by the the inlet face, graphite will also extend 16 inches beyond
maximum temperature permitted there. Higher tern. C; the uranium. On the remrdning side, i. e., the outlet face,
perature maxima may be used, but what these tempera- no gfaphite exteqds beyond the uranium. lltus 5 sides
tures will be will depend upon the heat conductivity of the of the active portion (the u.rrutium bearing portion) are
uranium, the jacket and the jacket-uranium interface, and surrounded by graphite. This graphite constitutes the
the cooling efficiency. Such air cooled reactors have been reflector and rqiuces tie amount of uranium required to
operated continuously at 3000 kilowatts by increasing fan 7~ reach critical size. In the present instance the reduction
capacity. in size is only slightly leda than the optimum, as 5 sides

To accomplish loading of the slugs 23S into the variow of the active portion are suvounded with the refkting
air channels 212, the concrete of the inlet end shield 224 layer.
is pierced with a plurality of loading apertures 245, as After the reactor is loaded to give the desired shape
shown in Figs, 3I and 35, each aperture being aligned with ~fi and size of the active portion, the fan is started md the
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control rod is withdrawn Urtti a rl~ in ,r!eutp dC#Y to
a desired power output where a stable temperature in the
reactor is attained. The control rod is then progressd
into the reactor until a neutron balance is obtained with
the reproduction ratio at unity, thus maintaining the chain
reaction at the desired operating power. Small variations
from the unity reproduction ratio will occur during oper-
ation, due to temperature variations of the cooling air,
and to change in barometric pressure and to minor varia-
tions in air pressure delivered by the fan. .However, such
variations are compensated by slight inward or. Outw_ard
corrective movements of the control rod, either by hand
in response to indicated variations in neutron density, or
automatically by direct linkage of the control rod to the

. gutput of me _imt&&tion chamber 280 and meter 281.
“~o-wever, such automatic control is no part of the present
invention.

Diiring operation of the reactor the air passiitg through
the reactor becomes radioactive due to the fact that it is
subjected to intense neutron irradiation. For that reason
the air passing through the operating reactor is not de-
livered to the atmosphere at ground level but is exhausted
at a substantial distance above ground such as, for ex-
ample, from the top of a 200 fcwt stack.

After operation of the reactor for a sufficient length of
time for an amount of 94~3gto be created sufficient for
chemical separation, such as, for example, 100 days at
500 kilowatts, the reactor is shut d~wn by inserting the
control rod fully into the .reactw. After about one-half
hour’s wait, during which all delayed neutron emission
will have ceased and the more highly radioactive ma-
terials decayed sufficiently, the reactor may be unloaded.

The unloading may be accomplished in tWO.Ways,
either by using the mechanism 251 to push the slugs out
of the channels so that they fall by gravity out of the
outlet face 215, or by using the plunger to insert new slugs
in. the channels, each slug so inserted pushing an irra-
diated slug out of the outlet face 215. In the first in-
stance the graphite cube will be Ieft empty after unload-
ing. In the second instance the insertion of new slugs
is continued untiJ all or.apredete~ined em of tie i~-
diated-slugs are. gut. of @e.rga~or, having ~n mpla~d
by fresh ‘material. Thus, the reactor is left ready for the
next.run. Under ordinary circumstances tbe latter man-
ner of unloading is preferred.

In either case, we slugs drop by gravity from the outlet
face into outlet cham.lwr 231, falling on to two Wtiarly
disposed pad plates 290 positioned to intersect the falling
slugs, in the bottom half of outlet chamber 231 as shown
in Figs. 31 and 32. me two plates slant to a centrally
disposed outlet pipe 291 extendtig downwardly through
foundation 211 and provided with spac=l valves .292 and

. $94. llhe slugs fall by gravity into pipe 291 above
v~ve 292.

Outlet pipe 291 opens into a lower @En $@ier.295
*atJg.turn cotmectsxitt a twel 296 cwwu ~ ~ac~
297 on fiich a coffin car 299 may be moved by means of
cable 300. Coffin car_299 SUPPOrtSa Plurality of .&W
coffins 301 in position to be successively positioned be-
neath the lower opening of pipe 291.

Valves 292 and 294 are operated by means of rods W
and 304, respectively, from behind a -heavy Iead Shie?d
305, as shown in Figs. 31 and 32. A crane 306 is usg.d
for placing coffin caps 307 on each xof3tt after it MS
been fifled with irradiated slugs.

Before unloading is started, both valves 292 and .2$!4
are closed, and the upper pofiion of pipe 291 & !?!!4
with water from water jglet pipe 309~ A _proper wa.kr
level is maintained above .vaMe@2..by wa!erxmflet P!pe
310. - The-aii”Fifculrtt!on IS rnai.ntabd dtbwb it may
b xeduced.to about 25>r cent of, the operating value.
Sluks—arethen pnhed~ut pf .tlte reactor to fall on to pad
plates 290 and then roll by gravity into the water in the
upper part of outlet pipe .291.

In order that there be no material darnage to the

.–
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jdethtgof the slugs, plates 290 are preferably padded
with a soft material that does not deteriorate under neu-
tron ti.agliation, ~d that will be able to withstand the
slug impacts. A satisfactory pad has been found to be

5 V4inch cotton duck on felt laid on wood backed by steel.
Combinations of various synthetic elastic materials have
also been found satisfactory.

After a number of slugs have been collected above
valve 292 sufficient to fill a cofin 301, unloading is

10 stopped and valve 292 is opened, permitting the slugs and
the water arouod them to drop through the valve and
remain in the space between valves 292 and 294. Valve
292 is then closed, the water level re-established and
u~oading continued. In the meantime, valve 294 is

M opened permitting the slugs and water to fall into one
of the coffins 301. The car is then moved to register the
opening of the next cofht with the end of the outlet pipe
and the first cot%nis capped. The procedure is continued
untif all of the irradiated slugs it is desired to remove are

20 .@ Coffins. These COffinsmay then be taken to a soaking
pit (not abo.wn) to remain until the radioactivity has
dcdayed to a point where the slugs can be submitted to
chemical treatment for removal of the products formed
(herein by irradiation. After 100 days’ operation the

25 aging period may be about 30 days.
.Removal of the irradiated slugs under the condhions

apecitied is performed for two reasons. Firstly, the slugs
are so highly radioactive that they camot be safely ap-
proached by personnel without adequate shielding being

$0 &sterposed, and, secondly, for some time after removal
from the reactor this radioactivity is so inteqse that

-self-absorption of the emitted radiations causes self-heat-
ing of the slugs. By unloading during maintenance of
the air stream, by dropping the slugs at once into water,

35 .agd by keeping the slugs in water until the radioactivity
has subsided sufficiently, melting is prevented, as the slugs
are cooled ..as they boil the water in which they are im-
mersed. The slugs are then stored or aged under water
until ready for chemical treatment, as for example, thirty

ho days.
In th[s_cwe, it will be clear that the losses added to

.@6 tiiictor are mostly _@ose due to the absorption by
the aluminum jackets on the slugs or rods, as the coolant
can”be passed directly through the moderator. There is

4.3..?l!so.a. Srn.M.!OSSdue to removal of moderator material
to fo~ the w channels. However, the K reduction for
@e air eooled or helium cooled system is not great, about
.005 K, for example, in the system described.

However, when a liquid coolant is to be used, pipes
60 gsua_~y.= provided to prevent tie coolant from enter-

ing the moderator and the coolant itself may have a high
neutron absorption characteristic to ._@ taken into ac-
!mutt. A qeutronic reactor employing a liquid coolant
will next be d~_n@@.

05
~ lLLU$’T!U!TIVE Ll&~~D030LED NEUTRONIC

For, powers higher than 1-3000 kil~.watts, for example,
60 liquid coolants $uch as ..water or .diphenyl can be used.

Pipe~or fhe cndant are used, with the jacketed oranium
s~s or rods inserted .in these pipes so that the coolant

__M!fiQw tiund the jacketed slugs or rods.
One rep~segtative structure embodying liquid cooling

06 for .&gh power outputs, up to 100,000 kilowatts for ex-
_s@Plc is ,~QWP .jn Figs. 37, 38 and 39 and will next
.@ nly briefly described, as in many respects it is similar

%..kt __a,gn to the g_ascooled rpactor described previously.
Specific features. of this rqactor are more fully described

70 .wd -W@ b the Cwendigg wwlication of Wigner et
a!,, Serial No. $22,630, filed October 16, 1945.

The reactor proper .350 comprises a cylindrical struc-
ture built of graphite blocks .x .in the other graphite
rnqderators descri@d. Tbe ~actor-is ~ur~ou~ded with a

7s itwhite refl=tor 351 @w@ m =kmion of @e m@-
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erator and is enclosed by a fluid tight steel casing 3S2,
supported on I beams 354 within a concrete tank 355,
erected on foundation 353. Tank 355 is preferably filled
with water 356 to act as a shield for neutrons and gamma
radiation.

The encased reactor is surrounded on rdl sides except
one by the water 356, and the side not surrounded, which
is to be the charging face 357 of the reactor is provided
with a shield tank 358 filled, for example, with lead
shot and water.

Coolant tubes 359 extend through the adjacent con-
crete wall 360, through shield tank 358, through the
graphite moderator block 350 to an outlet face 362 of
casing 352 to empty into water 356 in tank 355. Only
a few tubes 359 are shown in Fig. 37 for sake of clarity
of illustration. A backing wall 364 is placed in tank
355 spaced from outlet face 362. Coolant tubes 359
are preferably of aluminum.

On the outside of tank 355 where the coolant tubes
enter the reactor, the ends of coolant tubes 359 are re-
movably capped, and are supplied with coolant under
pressure from conveniently positioned manifolds. Thus
water can be passed through tubes 359 to be discharged
at outlet face 362 into tank 355. Water, after having
~assed through the reactor is removed through outlet
~ipe 365. -

The coolant tubes 359 may then be charged with
aluminum jacketed uranium slugs 372, similar to those
described in connection with the gas cooled reactor, by
uncapping the tube to be loaded and pushing slugs into
the tubes in end to end relationship. The reactor can
then be loaded with sufficient uranium to make the
reactor ope?at;v~ to produce high neutron densities, the
heat being dissipated by the coolant circulation. This
coolant may be water, for example, from a source such
as a river, passed once through the reactor, and then
discarded, or, the water may be cooled and recirculated
in a closed system. If diphenyl is used a closed system
is required.

Loading and unloading are performed as in the air
cooled reactor, and the same slug loading and receiving
structures are used. As these have been described for
the gas cooled reactor they will not be described again
but the parts have been given the same numbers with a w
subscript. Control is by a control rod 370 M in the
other reactors described. Monitoring is by ionization
chamber 371. Shim and safety rods 370a and 370b
are also provided, shown diagrammatically.

Referring to Fig. 39, which shows diagrammatically
the relation of the moderator coolant pipe and rod, it
will be seen that slugs 372 forming the rods are posi-
tioned its the coolant tubes 359 on projections 373 pro-
viding a uniform annulus of coolant around the slugs.

Tn this case, the jackets, the coolant itself and the
pipes introduce parasitic losses which, for one specific
example of a liquid cooled uranium-graphite reactor
have been evaluated for a water cooled reactor capable
of continuous operation at about 100,000 kilowatts.

For such a reactor employing uranium rods disposed in
graphite in accordance with near optimum geometry con-
ditions and utilizing uranium metal and graphite of
presently obtainable purity, the value of K would be
about 1.07. The value of K for the structure is deter-
mined as follows:

K for uranium rods in graphite (including
residual impurities) ------------------ 1.07

K reduction due to aluminum jackets and
pipes ----------------------------- ().013

K reduction due to coolant----------”--- 0.023

Total K reduction for cooling system ----- 0.036 0.036

The value of K for the structure --------- 1.034
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The principal dimensions of the reactor are as follows,

using the K constant set forth above:

Axial length of active cylinder of reactor=7 meters.
Radius of active cylinder of reactor=4.94 meters.
Total weight of uranium metal in rods= 200 metric tons.
Weight of graphite in reactor= 850 metric tons.
Radius of uranium metal rods= 1.7 centimeters.
Thickness of aluminum jackets=O.5 millimeter.
Thickness of aluminum pipe= 1.5 millimeters.
Thickness of liquid layer= 2.2 millimeters with water;

=4 millimeters with diphenyl.
Number of rods in reactor= 1695,
Weight of aluminum in reactor= 8.7 metric tons.
Rod spacing in square array =21.3 centimeters.

It will be noticed from the above values that the coolmt ~
annulus can be thicker with diphenyl than with water as
diphenyl has a smaller danger sum for a given volume than
water. This fact, together with the fact that diphenyl
has a higher boiling temperature than water, makes the “
use of diphenyl attractive for higher power. However, .
such advantages must be balanced against the requirement
of a closed circulation for diphenyl, and the fact that some
polymerization may take place in diphenyl, thus requir-
ing make-up in the system to prevent the coolant from
becoming too viscous for proper circulation. Each cool-
ant has advantages for particular reactors. Liquid cool-
ants, however, are ideal for reactor outputs up to 500,000
kilowatts.

As the total K— 1 available for uranium-graphite reac-
tors is only about. 1 it is obvious that the amount of coolant
cannot be greatly increased over the values given above,
as the K constant would be so reduced as to preclude the
construction of a reactor of practical size. However,
when DzO is uwd as a moderator, K— 1 can be as high
as about .3 when uranium rods are used. Consequently,
a DaO-uranium reactor can include a greater percentage
of impurities than a uranium-graphite reactor. When
D~O is used as a moderator in a uranium rod system to -%
be fluid cooled, the piping and jacketing procedure may
be the same as for the uranium-graphite reactor, except
that the coolant annuhss can be increased in size, DaO-
uranium reactors can therefore be designed to operate at
still higher powers, even when light water is used for
cooling. However, it should be pointed out that D20
itself can be used as a coolant, thus reduci~g the parasitic
absorption, at least as far as the coolant alone is con-
cerned.

It is thus apparent that by considering the coolant and
the circulating elements required to be placed inside the
reactor, as parasitic impurities, and then evaluating these
impurities in terms of reduction in the K factor as taught
herein, and then using the resultant K factor to determine
the critical and operating sizes of a proposed reactor, that =
cooled reactors capable of operating at various desired
powers can readily be designed.

USE OF DIFFERENT LATTICES IN THE SAME -
NEUTRONIC REACTOR

It will be noted that in the uranium-graphite reactor
first described herein, that there were two different lattice
zones incorporated in the complete reactor, and that the
critical size of the reactor was computed for the average
K(R) of the device. In this case the differexe in the _~
zones was the use of uranium in two different forms-
spacing remaining substantially the same. However, re-
actors can also be built where there are zones differing in
K even though these zones are composed of wholly dif-
ferent moderators. For example, when a liquid or solid
moderator lattice has, for some reason a low K factor, a
~O_moderated center portion might be used to bring up
the K and thus reduce the composite reactor to a prac-
tical size. Such a reactor is disclosed and claimed in —%

Anderson and Brown application Serial No. 584,688, filed
March 24, 1945, Furtherniore a uranium I-W lattice
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can be used in a reactor when a uranium-DsO lattice is
used as a central zone, to give an overaU K sufiiciendy
greater than unity to enable an operating reactor to be
built of practical size.

When reactors are constructed of concentric layers of
materials, the average K can be calculated..

tirves are shown in Fig. 40, and hey uw drown ~
terms of statistical weight w~for a particular sub-side (or
sub-radius) of a zone having a specitic lattice therein plot-
ted against S/R where R is the side (or radius) of the
entire composite active portion of the reactor, and S is
the extent of the radius, (or side) of tie ~ne ~eoPrat-
ing a specific lattice. /

Statistical weight (ws) may be defied ss tie v~ue of
a given- maw-of lattice weighted in accordance with its
position in the reactor. Any given mass of lattice is WOrth
more at the cenkr..of. .tbe reay!or !@ at ~.e edges be-
cause of the- difTefib-ti ““inneutron densities at the two
p&itions. In general, it can be aaid that the effectiveness
of a lattice varies in accordance with the square of the
average neutron density to which it is exposed.

As the neutron density across the reactor varies, ws
represents the weight of a zone evaluated in accordance
with the square of the average neutron density across that
portion of the radius R through which the mne extends
when the center ~ evaluated at unity. The curves enable
the caIcu1ati6is of the overall or average K for a reactor
consisting of concentric layers of lattices having difEerent
K factors. The overall shapes considered are (1) the
cube, (2) the sphere and (3) the cylinder, with the ura-
nium contained in the form of rods.

h using the curves, assume a cyliidricrd active portion
of total radius R. Then if a Iattiu with a reproduction
factor KI and migration length Ml is disposed as a cen-
tral cylinder of radius S1, a second lattice of different K,
say Ks, and migration length Ma, is dspoaed around the
central cylinder UP.to a cylinder of radius SZ and a third
lattice of reproduction factor W and migration length M3
is disposed still further outside in a concentric layer up
to the edge of the cylinder where S3=R, then the average

n
F

ir given by:

g=.($)(~)+[w($).tu(;)](~)+
[to(#)-w($)](K*) (15,

In graphite-uraniuni reactors of the type herein described,
the migration lengths can be assumed to be”the same for
ail the concentric zones; in that case M2=MIg=MP=M~’
and Formtda 15 gives we average value of K- 1 directly,
in terms of the separate K— 1 for each medium. When
different moderators are used the appropriate value of
Ma is inserted.

As a specific example of the use of the curves of Fig. 40
as applied, for example to graphite-uranium reactor$ such
as described herein, when the reactor is cylindrically
loaded with rod geometry, if

m.-
as shown in ~g. 40 “wheDK1=l.05 and &=1.06 then

~=w(fi)(zrl-lj+ ll-w(fi)](fra-l) (16)

Then with both mignition len@s taicen as being w@, the
curves show

w(!--5) =0.525

1–W(%)=O.475
hence

~= 1.0548

1#3~~04 and Ks= 1.06, tiieQtider the same conditions
. .
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When Formula 1 or 2 are used for concentric cubical

structures, the edge lengtth of the cube can be used for R,
with the edge Iengths of the inner cubes as S1, Sa, etc.

When the average K(K) is found for the structure this
value can be used to determine what the criticai size of
the structure will be, as brought out in the section on
criticai and operating tdzea.

In this matmer structures can be built to proper oper-
ating sizes _even@ough part of the structure has a K con-
staritapproaching unity. A center portion having a rela-
tively high K constant cart be used to raise the average K
to a value permitting a smaller reactor than would be
possible with the_uw only of the iattice having the lower
K _a>_st@_. .S_@i?arly,a central portion with a lower K
constant can be used to flatten the neutron density curve
across the reactor.

CRITICAL AND” 0PEtiT1NC3 SI& OF NEU-
TRONIC REACTORS

After aii of the neutron losses that enter into the chain
reaction have been evaluated for a specific iattice, with
the exception of the ioss by leakage from the exterior of
the system, the size to which the system is to be built for
proper-operation has to be determined.

There are several ways by which critical and operating
size?‘are determined, and it is desirabie that these SiZCS be

found within a low margin of error so that auxiiiiry
equipment such as shields, for exampie, can be con-
structed of proper size and not be too small to enclose the
operating reactor.

One very satisfactory method of determining critical
siz-particularly for low power reactors is to measure the
value A in an exponential pile (referred to above) which
is a structure similar in all respects but SfZC to tie st~c.

ture contemplated, and then use this value to determine
critical and operating sizes.

A may be evalua~ed .by finding the rehxation distance
b ii heretofore set forth. In case the reactor is to ISO
built in the form of a large spherical structure, the criti-
cal radius (R) is given by

‘-~A
( 17)

In case the structure is to be a mtangtdar parailelepiped
with sides al, aa and U3the titfcal size fs given by the
forkmda

(18)

In case the structure is to be built up W“a cylinder of
height H and radius R, the critical vaiuea of tiwe quan-
tities may be computed from the formula

_A=&+(2.405)*
m w- (19)

Tltus, critical size cart be determin~ directly from the
measured values of A without ~tertpi.nation of a nu-
merical value for K, foi a low power chain reacting
structure and with any moderator.

However, when Ma js @sown, K can be determined,
and it may bk conve.nieqt for deaigtt purposes to refer
aTIcomputa@ms to K as a base factor, as has been done
hei6in. Then, as

-A==x+ (9)

the value of K is found w~eh A and” Ma are known, as
70 pointedout below the value of K is then used to determine

critical artd operating sizes for the reactor and this method
is adaptable for reactors of. any power.

For example, in the..cqse=.o~,a,apheiical structure em-
pIoying uranium bodies imbedded in graphite in the

75 geometries disclosed herein ad without an external ~
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flector the following formula gives the critical overall
radius (R) in feet:

.

K–r=~ (20)

when r= 1 by definition of critical size, and where C is a
constant that vanes slightly with geometry of the lattica
and for normal uranium-graphite lattices may have a value
close to 7.4.

For a rectangular paraUelepiped structure rather than
spherical, the critical size can be computed from the for-
mula below when r= 1

(21)

where a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides in feet.
llse criticaf size for a cylindrical structure of uranium

and graphke is given by the formula, irrespective of the
shape of the uranium bodies, when r= L

-“(*+%9 (22)

where cylinder height is H feet and radius is R feet.
However, when critical size is attained, by definition,

no rise in neutron density with time can be expected,
as the reproduction ratio is exactly unity. It is therefore
necessary to increase the size of the structure beyond the
critical size, but not to the extent that the period for
doubling of the neutron density is too short, as otherwise
the neutron density might rise to values where the device
would be damaged.

It was formerly believed that the neutron reproduction
cycle would be completed in about .0015 second. Under
these circumstances any size or effective size of reactor
giving a neutron reproduction ratio greater than unity
would have to be provided with some exceedingly quick
acting control device operating within a fraction of the
reproduction cycle time. However, we have found that
by taking advantage of the fact that there are delayed
neutrons in the cycle, we can operate and control neutronic
reactors with reproduction ratios substantially exceeding
unity, without encountering high and dangerous rates of
neutron density rise.

We have found that there is a substantial time factor
in the rise of neutron density after a reproduction ratio
of unity has been exceeded due to the fact that a sub-
stantial portion, generally about one per cent, of neutrons
generated in a neutronic reactor are “delayed neutrons.”
These delayed fast neutrons may appear at any time up
to several minutes after the fission has occurred. Half
these neutrons are emitted within six seconds and.9 within
45 seconds. The mean time of delayed emission is about
5 seconds. The cycle shown in Fig. 1 is completed by
99 per cknt of the neutrons in about .0015 second, but
if the reproduction ratio of the reactor is near unity, the
extra 1 per cent may make all the dtierence between an
increase or a decrease in the activity. The fact that tie
last neutron in the cycle is held back, as it were, imparts
a slowness of response to the reactor. that would not be
present if the 100n ❑eutrons were all emitted instanta-
neously.

For cases in which the reproduction ratio (r) differs
from unity”by (appreciably) less than 1 per cent, the rise
of neutron density, or more specifically the value N to
which the number of neutrons hsw risen from an original
value No, after a lapse of time of t seconds during and
before which the pile has operated at a fsxed value of r
(No being the number of neutrons at the beginning of t,
i. e., after disappearance of transient effects due to any
preceding change in r), is given by—

N=N@ot
where
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In this formula a is. ~e fraction of the neutrons that aro
delayed, i. e., a=.0067, and T is the mean time of delayed
emission of the delayed neutrons (5 seconds). The above
formula is only approximate because it uses ,an average
delay time.

As an example, if r is 1.001, and the system has settled
down to a steady exponential rise in neutron density, then

.001 1 1
‘=.0067 -.001”~=~

that is, N/No=2.75 in 28.5 seconds. Hence doubling of
the neutron density occurs about every 20 seconds. The
above formula thus indicates the rate of rise for relatively
low values of r and shows how the reduction of the rate
of the delayed neutron effect is particularly significant in
the stated lower range of r values. Strictly speaking, the
given equation holds “onlyfor the steady state, i. e., where
r has been held constant ,for some time; an additional
transient-term must be included to obtain an accurate rep-
resentation of the neutron density during the first few
seconds after a sudden change of r.

If r were to be exactly 1.01, a more detailed theory
shows that the rs?utron density would be more than tripled
per second. However, if the reproduction ratio r is
several per cent greater than unity, so that the one per
cent delayed neutrons are unimportant compared with
r— 1, the density increases at a much more rapid rate as
given approximately by Pfl where 1 is .0015 second, the
normal time to complete a cycle. If tfwere 1,02 and 1.03,
the factor by which-’-tie neutron density would be multi-
plied-~r seiond would be 1100 and 700,000 respectively.
If r were to be made 1.04, the neutron density would
increase in 1.5 seconds by a factor of approximately 101~
over its original leveL

It is thus apparent that the operating conditions must
always be such that the neutron reproduction ratio does
not materially exceed 1.01 as the rate of rise of neutron
density could then be so fast as to be uncontrollable.

There are severaf ways by which such operating condi-
tions can be met. One of the simplest is to make the
actual operating size of the structure such that a repro-
duction ratio of 1.01 cannot be attained when all control
absorbers are removed. A safe value for the maximum
attainable reproduction ratio is about 1,005 at the tem-
perature and power of operation and low power reactors
can be built so that size alone limits the reproduction
factor below 1.01. The size at which the reproduction
ratios greater than unity can be obtained, may be com-
puted from modifications of the above formulae, when
K is corrected by a poisoning factor due to operation,
later to be discussed. This factor osdy becomes im-
portant when operating a reactor at relatively high neu-
tron densities. For example, for active spherical struc-
tures the formula

(23)

may be used to find the operating radius R when K is
known and r is 1.005. The same formula will, of course,
gfve r for given structures for which K and R are known.

In the case of spherical structure employing uranium
bodies of any shape or size imbedded in a heavy water
(DsO) moderator, the following formula gives the criti-
cal or operating overall radius, in accordanw with the
value of r.

‘-E (24)

where R is the radius in centimeters and r for cxitical sfza
equals one.

For a parallelepipeds structure rather than sphericrd,
using a heavy water moderator, the critical and operating
sizes can be computed from the formula: - -

‘-r-’z~(i+:+i)
(25)

.
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where a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides in cen-
timeters.

The critical size for a cylindrical structure’ttsing a heavy
water mo&rator is given, irrespective of the shape of the
uranium bodies by the formula:

(26)

where H is the height in centimeters and R is the radius
in centimeters, operating sizes are also determinable from
these formulae by inserting the operating value of r de-
sired.

The curves in Fig. 30 show approximate critical sizes
for operative lower power reactors of spherical, cubical and
cylindrical shape utilizing graphite. When higher power
is required, the sizes have to be revised upwardly to com-
pensate for operational poisoning.

In Fig. 30 the vertical ordinates of the curves repre-
sent the different values of K for the critical size dimen-
sions in feet plotted as the horizontal abscissae. The
curves are labeled to show the values for the cube, the
cylinder and the sphere. The cylinder, for each vaIue,
has its height equal to its diameter.

The following table will show the ‘approximate critical
sizes “for uperative low power reactors utilizing D20,
for different values of K where K is changed due to
change in geometry. In evaluating the values given in
the curves amd table it must be kept in mind that the
critical size is that size where the chain reaction just
wifl become self-sustaining (r= 1).
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The use of a reflector, through the action of scattering
neutrons back “into the reactor, raises the density of ther-
mal neutrons throughout the reactor and this, in turn,
increases the reproduction ratio of the reactor. Thus
critical size (r= 1) with a reflector is smaller than with-
out a reflector. Consequently the use of a reflector per-
mits a smaller reactor to be constructed for the same
K factor.

If a reactor be considered as being surrounded by a
vacuum of by cadmium, the density of the neutrons on
the outside ‘surface of the reactor can be taken to be
zero. This comes about because any neutron which
passes the exterior surface of the reactor will either fly
off into space, or be absorbed in the cadmium and conse-
quently lost to the chain reaction within the-reactor.

If the reactor is immersed in air, the same ‘assump-
tion can be made, but it is only approximately true, be-
cause the air itself will scatter some of the neutrons which
emerge back into the reactor. As another possibility,
the reactor can be surrounded by some ‘$ubstance like
graphite which wiIl scattei most of the ‘neutrons and
absorb relatively few. In this case, neutrons Emerging
from the surface of the reactor will be scattered in all
directions by the reflector urrd some of them will reenter
the reactor, thereby raising the neutron density at ihe
edge of the reactor.

The simplest discussirm of the theory of a-reactor re-
flector involves a reactor of thickness 21 in rme direc-
tion and infinite in extent in the other two. This ‘re-
duces the mathematical cmnplexity to a ~roblem involv-
ing a single variable. Further simpIKicatkm maybe ob-
tained by assurnhsg “all the ‘neutrons entering the ~eifector
are thermal. Under these conditions the rezctor equ-
ation may be written

(!27)
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whkre x is the distance from the center of the reactor
measured in the direction of 21, m is the number of
neutrons” per cubic centimeter, K is the reproduction
constant and Mia is the migration area.

This equation must be solved, subject to the restric-
tion at the outer surfaces of the reactor, the neutron
density m must be zero. The solution then becomes

n,=A CO,~z,
This in turn means that 21 must be adjusted so that

(28)

(29)

in order for the reactor to maintain a chain reaction.
If, now, the reactor is surrounded by a reflector of

thickness T with migration length Me and neutron den-
sity ~e, we may derive a diffusion equation for the re-
flector. This equation will be the same as 25 but with
K replaced by zero as there is no neutron multiplica-
tion in the reflector. Therefore

d% 1—- —~, ~2nw=0 (30)

In this case, the solutions of 25 do not go to zero at
the outer surfaces of the reactor (active portion) but
this condition is replaced by the requirement that no
should be zero at the outer surfaces of the reflector,
i. e., a distance 1’+ 1 from the center of the reactor. At
the boundary of the active region, however, the solu-
tions from (25 ) and (23) must give the same values
of neutron density close to the boundary, and further-
more, the neutrons flowing across the boundary in one
direction must be the same as those flowing in the op-
posite direction. Mathematically, this means that, if
f’ is the “new” thickness of the reactor with the re-
flector and r, and r, are the “mean free” paths inside
the reactor and externally in the reflector respectively,
then

It#(.!’)‘ni(t’)

(31)

By carrying through the mathematical processes of solu-
tion the following expression will ultimately be obtained
for determining l’,

and thus gives a new thickness for the pile (if K is the
same, etc. ) which is less than that obtained formerly
without a reflector.

While the discussion above has been concerned with
a “’sandwich” pile, the same general type of treatment
may be applied to any shape as cylinders or spheres.
The mathematical complexity increases rapidly, and in
the case of im infinite cylinder, the final expression for
1’ is given by exactly the same expression in first ap-
proximation, and very little quantitative change in higher
approximations.

30 far it has been considered that all the neutrons
escape as thermal neutrons and move with the same
speed. However, in a reactor, when a thermal neutron
is captured by a USZ6nucleus, the resulting fission will
generate neutrons which are moving with high speed.
These _fast neutrons will, in gwteral, be slowed down
in the moderator until they become thermal. However,
some of these fast neutrons that are” produced close to
the outer surface of the reactor will be projected into
the reiiector. In the sirndiied Bicture iust above. these
neutrons were assumed a&ent; a~tually ~hey were-looked
on as lost. Some of them, however, will be slowed
down ftt the rdfector material in exactly the same way

7s as in the moderator, and may become thermal in the
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reffector. Some of them may then difhse back into the
reactor in the usual way.

A fast neutron will generally not go far before be-
coming slowed down to thermal velocities and conse-
quently only those produced fairly C1OSCto the edge of
the reactor will be slowed down in the reflector and
ultimately scattered back into the reactor. For this rea-
son the thermal neutron density near the edge of the
reactor and in the reflector will be increased over what
it would have been if the fast neutrons had leaked com-
pletely out of the reactor.

In Fig. 41, characteristic curves are shown relating
to a graphite-uranium reactor, plotting the neutron den-
sity values along the radius for ditierent points along
the radius. The ordinates are

Neutron density

Average neutron density

and the abscissae are given as per cent radius. llte
curves show the effect of the reflector in increasing the
effective size of the reactor, a reflector of infinite thick-
ness increasing the effective radius by about 10 per cent,
with a 2 ft. reflector increasing the radius about 8 per
cent. Accordingly, the critical radius of the active por-
tion of the reactor may be reduced by approximately
the same percentage when a reflector is used.

While the theories and allocations outlined above are
only approximations, due to the fact that neutrons of
all energies between that of fission and thermal energy
are entering the reflector, the theories provide for suffi.
ciently accurate design so that reactors can be, and have
been built and operated, with reflectors and with proper
operating characteristics and outlined herein.

A second means and “method of preventing the maxi-
mum reproduction ratio from ri$ing over about 1.01 in
a neutronic reaction, during operation, is by the use of
“shim” or limiting rods inserted in the reactor, when the
actual size of the reactor is large enough to result in a
reproduction ratio of over 1.01 under some operating
conditions. The use of such rods to keep the reproduc-
tion ratio at a safe value will be described in the follow-
ing section on control.

cONTROL OF THE NEUTRONIC REACTION BY
VARIATION OF NEUTRON LOSSES IN OR FROM
THE NEUTRONIC REACTOR

Because of the fact that a reproduction ratio of unity
in a neutronic reactor means, by definition, that no rise
in neutron density will take place, some means must be
provided in a neutronic reactor whereby the neutron
density can be allowed to rise to a desired value, and
then act to stabilize the reaction at that value.

Again, by definition, ri reproduction ratio greater than
unity means that the neutron density will rise until
stopped. In consequence, proper control requires the
use of a means and method whereby the reproduction
ratio can be controlled from unity (or less than unity)
to the maximum reproduction ratio permitted.

Such control is readily feasible by controlling one or
more of the losses in or from the reactor as built. Actual
size can be changed, for example, especially when D@
reactors are used, as the amount of D20 wetting the
uranium can readily be changed to provide a critical
size where the reproduction ratio is unity, or a larger
operating size where the reproduction ratio is greater
than unity. Then when a desired neutron density has
been obtained, some of the DaO can be removed to
again make the reproduction ratio unity thereby main-
taining the reaction at the neutron density attained.
This is called leakage factor control and is described in
conjunction with the uranium D20 reactor.

However, neutron losses due to neutron absorbers
deliberately inserted into a reactor are of outstanding
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importance since these losses readily lend themselves to
variation in any type of reaetor. Cadmium and boron,
for example, having high neutron absorption capabilities,
are commonly used in the form of the control rods that _
can be inserted in a reactor between the uranium bodies
in greater or lesser amount, as set forth above in the
description of the various reactors.

As pointed out in the section on critical and operating
sizes of neutronic reactors, low power reactors are gen-
erally constructed of sufficient effective size to have a
maximum reproduction ratio somewhat less than 1.01,
which means that exterior leakage losses are not quite
sufficient to reduce the reproduction ratio to unity.
Under these conditions, interior neutron losses are intro-
duced by the control rod, these rods absorbing sufficient
neutrons to reduce the average reproduction ratio in the
reactor to unity and below. The control rod is @en
made movable so that the reproduction ratio can be
made well below unity when fully’ inserted, thus. stop-
ping the reaction; unity when partially inserted; and_the ‘
maximum reproduction ratio permitted, when wholly
removed from the reactor. By varying the depth of
insertion of the control rod, .any desired condhion of
the reactor can be obtained from complete shutdown to
maximum rate of neutron density rise, with an inter-
mediate position of the rod where the reproduction ratio
of unity is maintained. This unity position of the rod
is known as the critical position, and would always be
the same except for variations in atmospheric pressure
(when the reactor is open to the atmosphere): for the
effect of temperature (as the neutron density rise heats
the reactor), and for the effect of neutron absorbers
formed in the uranium during operation, as will later be
pointed out.

In a reactor of low power, using the rod type of con-
trol, the neutron density of the reactor is monitored,
as by the ionization chambers and indicators previously
described. This monitoring can take place in a repre-
sentative portion of the system such as the outer periph-
ery, or even exteriorly of the outer walls. From a
knowledge of the neutron density distribution within the
reactor (see Fig. 24) the neutron density in any part of
the system is readily determined.

Whh the control rod fully inserted, the neutron den-
sity in the reactor may be about 100 times the normal
natural neutron background of uranium, due to action
of convergent chains in the lattice. These background
neutrons provide the starting neutrons for the chains,
which change to be divergent when the rod is retracted
from the reactor to a point where the reproduction ratio
is over unity. The neutron density will then increase,
with a doubling time as dete~ined by the effect of the
delayed neutrons on the reproduction ratio, as pointed
out in the preceding section on critical and operating”
sizea.

When a de$ired neutron density is reached, the rod
is inserted to the position where the reproduction ratio-
is unity, and thereafter the. attained neutron density is
maintained. To reduce the neutron density the rod is
inserted further into the reactor and thq reaction d~ys.
As it decays to a lower density, the rod can again be
placed at the unity position to maintain the lower den-
sity. Thus the rod can be varied in position to obtain
and maintain any desired neutron density with power
production in the form of heat, as determined by the
heat dissipation capability of the reactor.

The effect of the delayed neutrons is, of course, ex-
tremely valuable in obtainiug ease’ aisd flexibility of con-
trol by the control rod. Movements of the rod only
slightly outwardly from the critical position will permit
a rise in neutron density for example, where minutes,
hours, or even days can elapse for one doubling of the
density, as desired. Such close control enables the con-
trol rod to be moved manually for example, although
the rod is preferably driven by reversible electric motors,
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for’ example, under manual control of the motors By an
operator watching the neutron density values.

However, with any control system there is ‘always
the possibility of accident in moving the control rod, as,
for example, if motors driving the control rod should
respond improperly and drive the control rod completely
out of the reactor and for some reason (such as power
Iine failure) refuse to return the rod. To take care of
such an emergency safety devices are often provided
such as, for example, neutron absorbing safety rods, which
are normally held completely out of the reactor while the
reactor is operating, but which can be manually or auto-
matically released at a predetermined neutron density to
enter the reactor rapidly, to absorb enough neutrons to
st~ the reaction. Such rods are shown in Figs. 1,25, 31,
and 38, numerals 40, 112, Z41b and 370b respectively.

— To prevent power supply failure from affecting opera-
tion of these safety rods, they are usually arranged t.o
drop, or be pulled, by gravity into the reactor when re.
leased at a predetermined neutron density.

The use of such safety rods again brings out the im-
portance of not permitting the reproduction ratio tu
greatly exceed 1.01 in an operating reactor at any time.
With reactors operating at high power such as, for ex-
ample, the water cooled reactor described herein, even
a single doubling of the operating neutron density might
be disastrous, and the safety rods must be tripped to enter
into the reactor before such doubling takes place. At
r= 1.01 the neutron density will double in about %
of a second. If the time of doubling became too short,
the safety rods could not arrive in place before the
neutron density reached undesired values. However,
with minimum doubling times of several seconds, for ex-
ample, the safety rods can readily operate to prevent ab-
normal neutron densities from being reached after the
rods are trjpgsecf.

It has been pointed out above that K can change
slightly because of temperature changes and because of
changes in atmospheric pressure when reactors are open
to the atmosphere. Such changes in K are usually small
and therefore change critical and operating sizes very
slightly. The resultant changes in reproduction ratio
are correspondingly small and may be compensated for by
relatively short movements of the control rod.

However, K may change for other reasons during
operation, and in high power reactors may change by such
a large amount that if not properly compensated, the re-
production ratio may fall below unity during operation.
These changes in K are at least partly due to the forma-
tion of reaction by-products in the reactor, either radio-
active or stable. As the production of both radioactive
and stable reaction products is a function of rate of irradi-
ation of the uranium, the effect of these by-products on
neutron reproduction becomes most important in reactors
operating at high neutron densities.

Several relatively long term changes in K may be ex-
pected. Isotope 94~39is known to produce, on the aver-
age, a fraction more neutrons per fission than U=s.
Consequently, as UZSSis used up by fission, and U2~
is converted into 94X9, the K constant may be expected
to rise. To offset this rise in K there is an accumulation
of long ‘lived or stable fissiori products in the uranium
that are the ends of fission fragment decay chains,

In reactors operating at high tteutron densities, how-
ever, radioactive elements of exceedingly high capture
cross section may be formed relatively quickly in the
uranium as an intermediate element in the decay chains
of the fission fragments and this formation cart change
K during operation. One of the most important of these
decay chains is believed to be the 135 fissic!tt chain
starting with

Te(short)+I(6.6 hr.) +Xe(9.4 hr.)
+ CC(20-30 yr.)+barium

the parenthetical times indicating half lives. The rieu-
trott absorption of tellurium, iodine, cesium and barium
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is relatively ustimportant, but the ne.trtrort capture cross
section of radioactive xenottlss has beat measured VJ be
about 2,500,000 x 10–34 wrt.a, many times larger than
that of stable gadolirtium for example, the cross section
of which is about 30,000x 10–~4gm.z. Upon absorption
of a heutron, xenonls~ shifts to xenonltc an element of
relatively small capture cross section. The change in
K corresponds in period, to the xenonl~ appearance, and
decay.

The rate of production of the Te is a function of tlw
neutron density its which the uranium is immersed, ad
therefore dependent upon _@epower at wkich react~rs
of given type are operated. The radioactive xenonl~
is produced with a noticeable effect o.n the reaction a few
hours after the reaction is started and the effect is, of
course, greater as the neutron density is increased and
maintained. The xenonlss effect in high power reactors
can be summarized as follows.

The reaction is started by withdrawing the control r@.
“rhe neutron density rises at a rate determined by the
reproduction ratio and the efie.ct of the delayed neutrons,
until some predetermined neutron density is attained.
The control rod is then placed in the unity reproduction
ratio position and the reaction is stabilized at the power
desired. During this time radioactive iodine is formed,
decaying to xenonlss. As more and more iodime decays,
more and more xenonlJs is formed, this xenonl~s absorb-
ing sufficient neutrons to regkrce the reproduction ratio
below unity. This absorption also converts _&e_XQnOnlU
to xenortlte which has no excessive capture cross section,
The neutron density drops. If no compensation were
made for thk drop by the _roxI the density might drop
uritil background conditions prevailed,_ and then tJIe_re-
action might automatically”” start up as the xenonlw
decayed. Norrnaily the neutron density drop is compert-
sated for by removal of the control or equivalent rod to
a new position where the reproduction ratio is aga&t
above unity. A neutro.~ de~ity rise occurs, bringing
the density back to its former level. ..Again,rnofe xegon~$
is formed and the process is _fApeateduntil an equilibrium
condition .is.re~che~ where Me xenonlss formed is trans-
muted by neutron absorption and by decay into isotopes
of lower Gapture cross section, as fast as it .is bei~
formed. In the meantime, the control. rod (or equivalent)
has to be withdrawn by an amount _Lhgr&byremoving
from the reactor neutron absorbers at least equal in effect
to the absorption caused by the xenonlts.

It should also be pointed out that this xeno,nlss eff@
will be present when shifting from a power where the
effect is stabilized, to a hjgher power. The shift can be
made and ‘tie reaction st_abilize_d,at the new power for a
time, because ,.lhe iodine formed -from the new !Mio.ns
has not had time to produce a significant amount of ad@
tio~al xenonlss. As the new.xeitottl~s is fo~edfrom..the
decay of the newly”formed iodne, the reproduction’~~~o
will again drop and must again be increased by withdrawal
of absorbers from the reactor.

However, the reduction in K due to the xenonl~ equi-
librium amount present when the neutron density is
theoretically infinity in the reactor, is believed to be
about .03, which means that to obtain a Pse. in neutron
density to any desired density up to infinity, the rod
would have to be eveatu.alll removed by art amount
corresponding to an increase..i.n the reproduction ratio of
about .03, and somewhat less. th.a.n .03 when finite dertsi-
ties .a.ue.to-.be obtained, in .a.ccordance wLt!I..the den!!!y
desired the size of the reactor would have to be big
enough to provide the increase. For example, in a cort-
tinuuusly operated water eool~d U-graphite reactor s’@
as herein .des.cribed, the reproduction ratio..d.w~caw.sd–w
to.xenonlts .at equilibrium is ..about ,0!)12 @ 10,000 .Hlo-
watts; .009 at 100,000 kilowatts and would be about .013
and .020 at 200,000 kilowatts and 500,000 kilowatti. re-
spectively. As before stated react~rs ordinar~y are not
built sufficiently large”in Si.&.to PrOV#dett’tWhttum *Pr@
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duction ratios of over 1.01 with all rods removed. How-
ever, if power outputs over 100,000 kilowatts are de-
sired, the reactor must have its critical and operating sizes
calculated as set forth herein using a final K constant de-
creased by the xenonxss factor for the power desired even
though the amount of reduction is over .01. In other
words a significant impurity will be added during opera-
tion at high powers.

This may lead to the requirement for a reactor of such
size that, if it did not acquire xenonlss during operation,
could attain a maximum reproduction ratio of over 1.01
with all rods removed, and which, before a substantial
amount of the iodine produced from fission decayed into
xenonlgb, could in consequence attain a dangerous neu-
tron density if all rods were removed.

Such a reactor can be adequately safeguarded by the
use of “shim” or limiting rods inserted in the reactor
preferably to depths that will not permit a reproduction
ratio of about 1.01 to be attained at any time during
the operation of the reactor, even when the control rod
is completely removed. Then, if a reproduction ratio
of more than unity cannot be attained by outward move-
ment of the control rod alone, due to the build-up of the
xenonl~ effect, the shim rod can be withdrawn to com-
pensate for the xenonlI~ effect, but still be left in a posi-
tion where the reproduction ratio cannot exceed 1.01,
when the control rod is completely removed. Such shim
rods are shown in Figs. 7, 25, 31 and 37, numerals 30,
150, 241a and 370a respectively.

It can thus be seen that compensation for the xenonla$
effect is obtained, first by considering the xenonlgs imp-
urity factor for the power desired, as a reduction in K
to determine a proper operating size, for a desired power,
and second, by initially providing in the reactors, im-
purides that can be removed by amounts compensating
for the xenonlIs equilibrium amount acquired at a given
power output.

Care must be taken, when shutting down a high power
reactor operating with a xenonl~ equilibrium, that suffi-
cient neutron absorbers are inserted to prevent automatic
start-up of the reaction after the xenonlas has decayed
to the point where it does not materially affect the opera-
tion of the system. As a practical matter, shut down
should include the full insertion of all control, shim and
safety rods into the reactor.

Reactors operating at a few hundred watts, and oper-
ated intermittently, as when for example, the reactors are
shut down at night, are not significantly affected by
xenon~ poisoning. Such a reactor is exemplified by the
reactor first described herein. Even in the air cooled
reactor described herein, operating at from 500 to a few
thousand kilowatts output, the xenonlgs effect is on the
order of the temperature and pressure effects. However,
in the D3t3 reactor and in the water cooled reactor de-
scribed herein, the effect is more pronounced and is com-
pensated for as described.

Because of the fact that the xenonlab effect does not
become important for several hours, reactors having an
operating size too smali to provide full compensation for
the xenon effect at elevated neutron densities when con-
tinuously operated, nevertheless can be operated inter-
mittently to attain such elevated densities or even higher
densities for short periods until the xenon]ss effect pre-
vents further operation at those densities. As the xenonlm
effect enters the reaction and stops the reaction, the
density wili drop. However, by waiting until the xenoni35
decays to the point where the neutron reproduction ratio
can again be made greater than unity, the reactor can
again attain the desired neutron density level. Thus
reactors with a small maximum reproduction ratio can
be operated intermittently to attain for short per+xis,
neutron densities far greater than could be continuously
maintained.

However, the control rod can be calibrated in several
ways for steady state conditions and the calibration is
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adequate. As the effect per inch movement of control ~
rod is greater for the portion of the control rod nearer
the center of the reactor than it is for the portion near
the edge (because of the larger neutron density at the

6 cenfer ), a unit may be chosen so that for movement of
the control rod, one of said units will always have the
same effect on the reproduction ratio of the reactor
without regard to the actual depth of said rod in the
reactor. Such a unit is based on the conventional inch,

10 and is sometimes called a “cinch.” Any movement of
fhe control rod the distance of one cinch has the same
effect on the reproduction ratio of the reactor as a move-
ment of the control rod one inch from the critical posi-
tion.

13 The control rod can also be calibrated in terms of a
unit known as the “inhour.” One inhour is the distance
that the control rod must be moved from the critical -
or balanced posifion to give the reactor a period of one
hour. The period of a neutronic reactor is, by definition,

20 the time necessary for the neutron intensity to increase
by a factor of “e” (e=2.7 18).

In measuring the period of the reactor, a correction
is made for any change in atmospheric pressure if the
reactor is open to the atmosphere. An increase in at-

23 mospheric pressure wiil cause an increase in the weight
of air inside the reactor, Oxygen has a small danger co-
efficient and, therefore, does not absorb neutrons in
great quantities, but nitrogen on the other hand, has
larger danger coefficient and so the great quantity of

30 nitrogen present in the reactor has a distinct effect on
the reproduction ratio r. It has been found that a change
in atmospheric pressure on the reacfor first described
herein, is equal to 0.323 inhour for a change of one
millimeter of mercury from the standard atmospheric

35 pressure of 760 millimeters of mercury. At higher
powers, a factor corresponding to the changes in operat-
ing density must be taken into account in calibration if
measurements are made after the xenon effect appears.

40 USES OF NEUTRONIC REACTORS

In the descriptions of the various neutronic reactors
given herein, only a little has been said regarding the
uscs of the reactors. As such uses are many, oniy a few
of the most important will be mentioned here.

45 All of the reactors described herein are primariiy ex-
treme]y powerful neutron and gamma ray sources. When
used as neutron sources, materials to be made radioac-
tive can be placed in or close to the periphery of the
reactors, and radioactive isotopes produced, for example,

MI in ]arge quantities, as the materials are there exposed to
the entire energy spectrum of the neutrons in or escap- .
ing from the reactor. As the leakage from the D30-
uranium reactor is even larger than the neutron leakage
from the graphite-uranium reactors, a relatively larger ~

5; neutron flux can be inter~p~d on the exte~or of ~ls
type of reactor.

One example of isotope production by exposure to
reactor generated neutrons, followed by transmutation,
is the manufacture of U333 from the thorium 232, for

M w~ch pr~ess thorium 233 can first be produced frOm
thorium 232, the extent of the” reaction being depend-
ent upon the product of the slow neutron density and
the time of exposure. Thorium 233 then decays to
form protoactiniurn -233 and thence to uranium 92=

tM which is valuabie as a fissionable. material similar in
its action to Us3s and 94339. Tbe reaction is as foilows:
wTfIn~+ n _ “Thin + @lmlls ISy#

nTh= 23.smtn. BIPO117.4 days

70 G =
“US33

As a further example of transmutation, radioactive
carbon may be produced by allowing the neutrons leav-
ing the reactor to react with nitrogen in compound
form. This reaction gives rise. to carbon of maw 14

75 which k radioactive, and can be Separa&d che~~.
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ly from the nitrogenous compounds. Such radioactive method of determining the effect of changes in pile

carbon is suitable for medical and physiological uses construction 1s no part of the present invention. Simi-

as it may be incorporated in organic compounds and larly, materials can be tested by insertion in tube 1096
used as tracers in living organisms. Well 21 can also in the DaO reactor or in the coolant channels in the

be filled with graphite blocks and th~ resultant pier pro- ~ other reactors.
jetted upwardly through the top. The top of thk The reactors described herein, in addition to being
graphite pier provides a stron~, thermal neutron source high power neutron generators, are capable of pro-

and such a pier is known as R thermal neutron column. ducing the products of the neutronic reaction in quan-

It can thus be seen that the neutrons normally escap- tit.ies related to the power at which they are operated,
~ ‘from the reactors need not be lost, but can be put in that at least a portion of the uranium bodies are re-

to work, and the neutrons escaping from the reactors 10 movable from the reactors after exposure to the reac-

can be utilized to produce transmutations or isotopes tion for varying periods of time. By proper chemical
from elements placed in, or surrounding all parts of the treatment the 94229 and li.wion products can be recov-

agtive portion of the re_acfor. For example, the num- ered from the removed irradiated uranium bodies and

ber of neutrons radiated from the external surface of thereafter utilized as desired.
a uranium-graphite reactor when operating at ten 16 Whh modifications, the reactors herein described can
thousand kilowatts power output in the form of heat, also be used as sources of power in useful form. llte
is approximately 1.8X 10ls neutrons per second. DzO moderated reactors can be operated under pressure

In utilizing the output of reactors, internal shafts at an elevated temperature, with continuous removal of
such as shaft 26 and tube 109b play an important role. the heated D20 for flashing into D20 steam for opera-
They extend to the vicinity of the center of the reac- ‘0 tion of low pressure turbines. Enriched uranium with
tors where the highest neutron densities exist, and in- a light water moderator can be operated in the same
tense neutron bom.ba.rdment of materials inserted into manner. The gas cooled reactors, when cooled with
the bottom of these shafts will take place, particularly helium under pressure, for example, can be used to pro-
at high reactor powers. Furthermore, the shafts act duce steam by passing the heated helium through heat
to collimate the fast neutrons released inside of the 25 exchangers. Diphenyl when used as a coolant in the
reactors and a high density collimated beam of neu- liquid cooled reactor can be heated above the boiling
trons emerges through the external aperture, projected
outwardly. Such a collimated beam, having a far

point of water and then used in heat exchangers to pro-
duce steam. With proper design, neutronic reactors can

greater fast neutron density than any neutron beam also be operated to produce steam directly in tubes pass-
heretofore produced, can be utilized outside of the pile 30 ing through the reactor, utilizing the heat of vaporization
for nuclear research in all of its aspects. The number for cooling the reactor, and the resultant steam for power.
of neutrons escaping from these shafts is several times While the theory of the nuclear chain fission mecha-
the number escaping over an area of the external sur- nism in uranium set forth herein is based on the best
face of the reactors equal to the cross section of the presently known experimental evidence, we do not wish

35 to be bound thereby, as additional experimental data latershafts..--- .
ln addition, extremely high energy gamma rays are discovered may modify the theory disclosed.

emitted during nuclear fission. These rays also escape What is claimed is:
through the shafts to the exterior of the reactors and 1, A neutronic reactor which comprises a moderator
can there be used for takhig radiographs through large of graphite and natural uranium rods dkposecl in a geo-
castings, for example, with relatively short exposures, 40 metric pattern therein, the size of the rods and the volume
during high power operation of the reactors. The neu- ratio of moderator to uranium being within the area en-
trons coming from the reactors can be screened out of compassed by the k==1.00 curve of Figure 3, the purity
the gamma ray beam by the use of relatively thin of the graphite and the uranium and the total mass there-
sheets of materials having high neutron absorption cross of being sufficient to sustain a chain reaction.
sections without substantially reducing tie gamma raY 4; 2. A neutronic reactor which comprises a moderator
intensity. In addition, a bismuth filter has been found selected from the group consisting of heavy water and
to effectively reduce the gamma rays, without substan- graphite and bodies of a thermal neutron fissionable ma-
tial interference with the neutron beam. Thus shaft tmial selected from the group consisting of natural ura-
26 and tube 109b can be used either to produce a high niurn anfl natural uranium oxide disposed in a geometric
intensity collimated neutron beam, or to produce a high so pattern therein, each body being surrounded by modera-
energy beam of gamma rays, as desired, both for use tor and the moderator being in a substantially continu-
outside the reactors. ous phase, the shape of the bodies and the radius of the

In addition, all of the reactors described are also ex. bodies and the volume ratio of moderator to thermal
tremely useful in testing materials for neutron absorp neutron fissionable material being within the area encom-
tion and neutron production. Using one or more of 53 passed by the k= 1.00 curve of Figures 2 through 6, the
the removable stringers 36a for example, in the un- purity of the moderator and the thermal neutron fission-
cooled graphite-uranium reactor the reactcx can be bal- able material and the total mass thereof being sufficient
anced at a given neutron density with uranium bodies to sustain a chain reaction.
of known constants in the stringer. The stringer is 3. A neutronic reactor which comprises a moderator
then withdrawn and new uranium bodies substituted 60 of graphite and bodies of natural uranium in the form
for those withdrawn. The stringer is reinserted into of spheres disposed in a geometric pattern therein, each
the pile, and the neutron intensity brought to the ot’fg- body being surrounded by moderator and the moderator
inal value. The change in position of t&e control rod being in a substantially contimmus phase, the radius of
for the balance condition, when corrected for atmos- tbe bodies and the volume ratio of moderator to ura-
pheric pressure and temperature, wi!l at 0D13? tell 05 nium being within the area extcompa~ed by the k= 1.00
whether or not the newly inserted bodies are better or curve of Figure 2, the purity of the moderator and the
worse when used as elements in the system, than those uranium and the total mass thereof beipg sufficient to sus-
removed. From the results obtained, calculations can tain a c~ain reaction.
be made as to systems incorporating the new bodies.— 4. A n.eutronic reactor which comprises a moderator
The effect of changes in size, impurities, cOa@s and 70 of graphite and bodies of natural uranium oxide in the
temperature on the chain reaction, can similarly be form of spheres disposed in a geometric pattern therein,
determined. In the latter case, uraniwn lumps can each bqjy being surrounded by moderator and the mod-
be heated rind inserted to determine tik? effect of tesm erator being m a substantially continuous phase, the
perature on the reaction a!! m–easured by chanfy in Me radius of *Q bodies and the volume ratio of moderator
position of the control rod. However, the sfs!inqer 75 to uraniYm oxide being within the area encompassed by
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the k= 1.00 curve of Figure 4, the purity of the modertt-
tor and the uranium oxide and the total mass thereof
befttg sufficient to sustain a chain reaction.

5. A neutronic reactor which comprises a moderator
of graphite and bodies of natural uranium oxide in the
form of rods disposed in a geometric pattern therein,
each body being surrounded by moderator and the mod-
erator being in a substantially continuous phase, the
radius of the bodies and the volume ratio of moderator
to uranium oxide being within the area encompassed by
the k= 1.00 curve of Figure 5, the purity of the modera-
tor and the uranium oxide and the total mass thereof
being sufficient to sustain a chain reaction.

6. A neutrottic reactor which comprises a moderator
of heavy water and bodies of natural uranium in the
form of rods disposed in a geometric pattern therein,
each body being surrounded by moderator and the mod-
erator being in a substantially continuous phase, the
radius of the bodies and the volume ratio of moderator
to uranium being within the area encompassed by the
k= 1.00 curve of Figure 6, the purity of the moderator
and the uranium and the total mass thereof being suffi-
cient to sustain a chain reaction.

7. In a neutronic reactor having an active portion com-
prising a moderator of graphite having dispersed therein
uranium containing UZ3s and Uz9s, the improved con-
stm_ction wherein the uranium is aggregated in the form
of bodies substantially free of moderator and of neutron
absorbers other than U236,said bodies being in the mod-
erator, geometrically spaced therein, and surrounded by
the_ moderator, the moderator being in a substantially
contlrruous phase, said bodies having all dimensions there-
of at least 0,5 centimeter, the purity of the moderator and
the uranium, the size and spacing of the bodies of ura-
nium in the moderator, and the total mass of uranium
and moderator being sufficient to sustain a chain reaction.
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8. In a neutronic reactor having an active portion com-

prising a mass of moderator selected from the group ccm-
sisting of graphite and heavy water, having dispersed
therein a thermal neutron fissionable material contain-
ing a thermal neutron fissionable isotope and an isotope
having a resonance absorption for neutrons, the improved
construction wherein the thermal neutron fissionable ma-
terial is aggregated in the form of bodies substantially
free of moderator and of neutron absorbers other than
said latter istope, said bodies being in the moderator,
geometrically spaced therein, and surrounded by the mod-
erator, the moderator being in a substantially continu-
ous phase, said bodies having all dimensions thereof at
least 0.5 centimeter, the purity of the moderator and the
thermal neutron fissionable material, the size and spac-
ing of the bodies of fissionable material in the modera-
tor, and the total mass of fissionable material and mod.
erator being sufficient to sustain a chain reaction.
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

Patent No. 2,70~,656 May 17, 1955

Enrico Fermi et al.

It is hereby certified that error appears in the printed specification

of the above numbered patent ,requiring correction and that the said Letters
Patent should read as corrected below.

Column 4, line 51, both occurrences, and line 53, both occurrences,

fOr “B- reacl .- P-
-- fraction --;

--; column 5 , line 31, for ltfrictionll read

column 6, line 46, strike out “thermal neutron” and
insert the same before “fissionable” i.n line 47; column 19, line 52, for
rlrePreSenSatiOnll read -- representation --; colunm 22, line 52, for ‘19@ff
read -- 1945 --; column 25, line 45, for “19” read -- 119 --; l~rie 64, fcr

‘lprotecttingll read -- protecting --; column 347 line 23, for !~either-wat.er”
read -- ether-water --; column 3t3, line 16, for lf.15u read -- .015 --;
column 45, line 75, for ‘!KH read -- ~ --; column 48, line 56, for that

portion of the formula reading “Ks1.005z’1 read -- K-1.005s --; column

51, line 35, for “andlf read -- as
-- Cs --*

--; column 53, lir.e 72, for “CC” read

Signed and sealed this 26th day of July, 1955.

_ (SEAL)

I Attest:

Attesting Officer

E. J. MURllY

FIO13EIlT C. WATSON
Gnmnis8ioner of Patents
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